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I. INTRODUCTION 
But museums are of course far more than 
just places of study, or education, or 
entertainment. The very act of collecting 
has a political or ideological or aesthetic 
dimension which cannot be overlooked. l 
stephen Weil writes in his collection of essays, 
Rethinking the Museum and Other Meditations," .. we must 
never forget that ideas--and not just things alone--also lie 
at the heart of the museum enterprise. Reality is neither 
objects alone nor simply ideas about objects. ,,2 Weil's 
insight into the matter of museums prompted me to search out 
a particular type of organization in which to work for this 
internship. No doubt any number of respected and successful 
institutions in New York City could have offered me an 
extraordinary internship in arts administration, but I was 
drawn to The New Museum of Contemporary Art in SoHo for the 
way it sought to explore ideas about the nature of art, the 
way it defied standard institutional practice, and the way 
it brazenly undermined conventional expectations of the 
museum experience. The New Museum confronted the common 
assumptions about what art is and the way arts organizations 
relate to our culture. Here was a museum that took risks, 
lpeter Vergo, "Introduction" in The New Museology, 
(London: Reaktion Books, 1989), p. 2. 
2Stephen Weil, "The Proper Business of the Museum: Ideas 
or Things?" in Rethinking The Museum and Other Meditations, 
(Washington: Smithsonian Institute Press, 1990), p. 48. 
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that did not claim to know all the answers, but was willing 
to systematically open itself to criticism as part of its 
mission. The New Museum provided me the opportunity to 
explore the possibilities not described in the textbooks. 
knew this organization would inevitably pose a new set of 
problems, but I was sure it was just as likely to set forth 
new solutions as well. As it turned out, my original 
semester-long internship became a year-long adventure that 
provided me the chance to work closely with the influential 
director of a major New York art museum, the responsibility 
of overseeing an installation in one of its smaller 
galleries, and, ultimately, the opportunity to assume the 
position of coordinator of an exhibition that encompassed 
the entire museum. Were it not for this museum's 
willingness to take a chance on an unproven quantity, to 
trust, to try the untried, I would not have gained so soon 
the experience and confidence that this institution so 
freely granted. 
2
 
II. THE INSTITUTION 
Mission and History of The New Museum 
The New Museum of Contemporary Art was created in 1977 
as the only museum in New York devoted exclusively to the 
art and ideas of our time. 3 In its fifteen year existence 
The New Museum has become a prominent arts organization not 
only in New York, but throughout the nation, and has emerged 
as an influential and respected institution in the greater 
contemporary arts community. The goals of The New Museum as 
expressed in its 1990 annual report reveal its unique 
mission among other museums in the country: 
The museum explores issues outside of the 
mainstream, showing art that is experimental, 
non-traditional, or that might not otherwise 
have a venue. It is also an institution 
committed to an ongoing investigation of 
what art is and how it relates to both 
individuals and society at large. Rather 
than dictating taste or a specific point of 
view, The New Museum provides an arena where 
questions can be raised about artists and 
their work, provoking thoughtful engagement 
with the art of today.4 
According to Marcia Tucker, founder and Director of The 
New Museum, the first prospectus envisioned an institution 
"occupying an area between the small, non-historically 
3Annual Report: 1990 Celebrating Our Thirteenth Year, 
(New York: The New Museum of Contemporary Art, 1990), p. 7. 
3
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oriented alternate spaces... and the larger, bureau­
cratically top-heavy museums." S The Museum was first housed 
in a borrowed room in the Fine Arts Building on Hudson 
street, but soon relocated to the Graduate Center at the New 
School for Social Research. It remained there until 1981 
when it moved to its present site in the Astor Building at 
583 Broadway in SoHo. Today, it operates on a bUdget of 
about two-and-a-half million dollars a year, putting it in 
the top quartile of American museums, and boasts an annual 
attendance of more than 80,000. 6 The New Museum is a 
nonprofit, tax-exempt, publicly supported organization with 
23 members on its board of trustees, and 45 persons on 
staff. 
Any discussion of The New Museum must acknowledge the 
crucial role played by its dynamic founder and leader. 
Since its inception, Marcia Tucker has been an enthusiastic 
visionary for the museum, as well as the director who is 
ultimately responsible for the day-to-day management and 
implementation of all programs and projects. Her personal 
charisma and intellect have made her a legend outside her 
association with The New Museum, though it would be hard to 
argue that the museum's reputation is not closely linked to 
her personality and aChievements. Prior to her founding The 
5Annual Report: 1991-92 15th Anniversary, (New York: The 
New Museum of Contemporary Art, 1992), p. 6. 
6Ibid, p. 5. 
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New Museum, Ms. Tucker held the position of curator of 
painting and sculpture at The Whitney Museum of American Art 
for eight years, served as an editorial associate at 
ARTnews, and worked in the department of prints and drawings 
at the Museum of Modern Art. She has curated many 
exhibitions at both The New Museum and The Whitney Museum of 
American Art, and has had articles on contemporary art 
published in magazines such as Museum News, ARTFORUM, and 
Art in America. She has also participated in guest lectures 
and panel discussions at The Baltimore Museum of Art; The 
Contemporary Arts Museum, Houston; The Solomon R. Guggenheim 
Museum; The La Jolla Museum of Art; and The Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston, among many others. Ms. Tucker has been 
awarded the Skowhegan Governors Award for Lifetime Service 
to the Arts, the Penny McCall Foundation Award, and the 
Asian Cultural Council Award. She has been affiliated with 
the Andy Warhol Foundation, the Association of Art Museum 
Directors, the Rockefeller Foundation, the American 
Federation of Museums, and the International Art critics 
Association. Marcia Tucker is a highly respected and 
greatly admired figure in the art world whose accomplish­
ments and abilities have no doubt been a great asset to the 
success of The New Museum throughout the years. Her 
commitment to the museum and her extensive knowledge of 
contemporary art have inspired many to participate in 
projects and offer support to The New Museum's programs at a 
6 
time when many arts organizations are finding it difficult 
to keep supporters interested in their programs. Ms. 
Tucker's openness to new ideas and her courage to try them 
continue to be tremendous assets to the institution, and, it 
could be argued, keep the museum a prominent fixture among 
contemporary art institutions in the nation. It's certainly 
possible that many of the original goals and objectives of 
the museum could easily have become entrenched in a 
limiting, ideological point of view, and doomed the museum 
to a short, trendy life in the community of ideas, but The 
New Museum has continued to offer a fresh take on many of 
the current developments in American culture and has 
remained a vibrant force in the art world. 
The New Museum has created its own niche within the 
world of museums. It's a museum's museum, aware of the 
influence and "authority" of such institutions, and yet 
continuously undermining that authority by redefining the 
museum's function in society, and exploring new exhibition 
techniques that return this authority to a diverse 
constituency whose concerns lay outside the interests of 
most art institutions. It embodies a self-awareness that 
does not entertain the pretense that so many other art 
museums spend great efforts to cultivate, and it does not 
aspire to become an institution with a capital I. 
7 
The New Museum's exhibitions do not present art for 
art's sake, but always consider issues and themes that 
relate to contemporary culture and provide a forum for the 
work of peoples of diverse backgrounds and purposes. 
Programs at the museum are designed to reach crossover 
audiences and to challenge notions about what constitutes 
the museum experience, and how information is gleaned from 
such experiences. 
Writer Elaine Heumann Gurian uses The New Museum as an 
example in her essay in Exhibition Cultures: The Poetics and 
Politics of Museum Display: 
Thus, a museum's relationship to its 
audiences might be predicted--regardless 
of the discipline involved--by determining 
into which of three roughly delineated 
political categories it falls: museums 
that aspire to be establishment organiza­
tions, self-consciously liberal museums, 
and counterculture museums. The Metro­
politan Museum of Art, the New Museum of 
Contemporary Art, and El Museo del Barrio 
are examples of museums within the New York 
art scene that exemplify each of these 
categories.' 
This self-conscious, political point of view was 
revealed in a comment made by The New Museum's Senior 
Curator in 1988, William Olander, who was quoted in Flash 
Art News as saying, 
7Gur ian, Elaine Heumann, "Noodling Around with Exhibition 
Opportunities," in EXhibiting Cultures: The Poetics and 
Politics of Museum Display, edited by Ivan Karp and Steven D. 
Levine (Washington: Smithsonian Institute Press, 1991), p. 
178. 
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New York is changing. . We can respond 
to new art, yes, but can we do this in a 
potentially more meaningful fashion. 
What the New Museum has done best in the 
eighties is to deal with theoretical 
issues and those more clearly identified 
as political. 8 
In its most recent brochure for visitors, the museum 
cultivates this impression of a political self-awareness in 
the museum's programming by describing its exhibitions as: 
. often showing work that is 
controversial, provocative, unknown 
or underrecognized. Exhibitions include 
artists of different backgrounds, 
experiences, and points of view, reflecting 
the cultural and racial diversity of our 
society. 
The Museum takes risks. It mounts 
exhibitions that other museums are unable 
or unwilling to show. It actively involves 
a broad pUblic by eXhibiting work about 
popular culture, the environment, science 
and technology, feminism, the media, AIDS, 
constitutional rights, and aesthetics, 
among other topics. 
The New Museum is ahead of its time. 
Often working with advisors outside the 
field of art, and collaborating with other 
museums, The New Museum is committed to 
giving voice to disparate views. 
The New Museum sets the standard for 
museum programs that are thoughtful, 
critical, open-minded, and entertaining. 
It presents many different points of view, 
including those that aren't its own. 9 
8Annual Report: 1992, p. 6. 
'lwelcome to The New Museum of Contemporary Art, (New 
York: The New Museum of Contemporary Art, 1992) 
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Programs and Management structure of The New Museum 
Ideas and Communications 
As part of The New Museum's effort to bring a variety 
of ideas to its programs, and to undermine the traditional 
museum's reputation as being led by experts and supported by 
elitist socialites, The New Museum formed two advisory 
boards to augment the customary board of directors. The 
Artist Advisory Board was established in 1984 to provide a 
forum for the exchange of ideas with one of the museum's 
most important audiences. Members serve four year terms and 
advise the museum staff on issues related to museum 
pOlicies, programming, the role of education, and audience 
development, though they assume no fiduciary responsibility 
for the museum. Current members include John Baldessari, 
Guillermo Gomez-Pena, Felix Gonzalez-Torres, Alfredo Jaar, 
Jeff Koons, Donald Moffett, Dennis Oppenheim, Adrian Piper, 
Carrie Mae Weems, and Fred Wilson, among others. 
In 1990, The community Advisory Board was formed which 
consists of twelve arts, business and community leaders. 
This group, as well, was created to help guide the museum in 
its endeavor to attract and address the concerns of a 
diverse constituency, though each member of this group also 
brings the concerns of his or her own constituency, and thus 
offers yet another perspective on the museum's educational 
10 
programs, issues for projects, marketing strategies, and 
funding sources. 
In addition to these more formalized systems for 
incorporating fresh ideas and opinions into museum programs, 
The New Museum regularly invites individuals to informal 
"think tanks" to discuss upcoming exhibitions and possible 
projects. These participants can be artists, gallery 
owners, curators, scholars, scientists, museum members, or 
simply people who have expressed an interest in an idea, or 
have some insight into the issue. All staff, interns, 
volunteers, and docents also have an open invitation to come 
to these discussion groups and freely voice their opinions. 
Exhibitions 
Most exhibitions at the museum are implemented by 
project teams composed of museum staff and specialists from 
outside the museum (and often from outside the arts 
community) that have taken the concepts initiated in the 
think tanks and further developed them. According to the 
1991-92 Annual Report, The New Museum regards its 
exhibitions as an opportunity to explore the work of living 
artists and contemporary issues in art and society, and are 
organized to "consistently challenge and expand conventional 
practices and question the social function of contemporary 
11 
art."lO (See Appendix A for a chronological list of all the 
museums's programs.) 
The most recent season sought to challenge the 
physical, spatial and perceptual boundaries of the museum. 
The exhibitions that were on view during my tenure with the 
muse~m included The Interrupted Life, which involved a frank 
examination of death; 1+1+1: Works By Alfredo Jaar, which 
explored the social injustice committed against the peoples 
of the Third World and the way the industrial nations 
perceive their plight; and The Art Mall: A Social Space, 
which utilized artists' installations to convert the 
museum's galleries into a sort of shopping mall in order to 
reveal issues related to the commodification of art, and the 
tremendous social and cultural influence this contemporary 
marketplace has on American society (see Appendix B). The 
On View program is a series of ongoing installations or 
exhibitions for emerging artists that occupy the smaller 
galleries during the run of the larger, major exhibitions. 
Jeffry Mitchell's My Spirit was one of these programs which 
was on view during the Alfredo Jaar exhibition. It was 
Mitchell's My spirit and the larger Art Mall exhibition that 
I coordinated during my year at The New Museum, though only 
Mitchell's installation will be discussed here, since the 
Art Mall was not part of the internship. 
IOAnnual Report: 1992, p. 9. 
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Perhaps one of the best examples of The New Museum's 
commitment to bold exhibitions was The Interrupted Life. 
This was a group exhibition organized by the Senior Curator 
that explored the theme of death in the Western World and 
the myriad historical, social and cultural practices 
associated with it. l1 The walls of the entire museum were 
painted a dark gray that seemed to absorb the dimmed light. 
Some artists' projects consisted of found objects that 
included actual family photographic portraits of dead 
relatives from the turn of the century, and a ten foot tall 
aluminum cylinder used for cryonics, or freezing of the dead 
awaiting future "re-animation." 
The Interrupted Life also contained a "living altar" 
within the galleries where visitors were invited to leave, 
or take, something in memory of a dead loved one. The 
exhibition was at times difficult to bear because it was so 
direct and forthright, and some museum visitors were 
repelled by the theme. But those who ventured into the 
exhibition found that it provoked a consideration of one's 
mortality in a way never before experienced in an art 
museum, and to some it even seemed to console them in their 
loss of a friend or family member, and helped them cope with 
their fear and grief. 
II I b'd1 , p. 10. 
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Education 
The New Museum places a strong emphasis on its 
educational programs. Two important components of The New 
Museum's educational programming are its outreach to diverse 
audiences and the participatory projects that attempt to 
generate discussion about contemporary art among the 
museum's visitors, artists, critics and museum professionals 
(see Appendix C). The educational component of The 
Interrupted Life exhibition included workshops and lectures 
that involved artists, religious professionals, 
anthropologists, doctors, and writers who spoke about their 
own experiences or insights related to death. A viewer 
participation project invited visitors to write their 
responses to provocative questions written on the covers of 
blank books. The questions explored attitudes and beliefs 
about suicide, the afterlife, and dying, among others. This 
project generated over 3,500 responses, created a dialogue 
among visitors to the exhibition who shared their 
impressions, and will later be pUblished for use as an 
educational tool. 
Another recent educational project involved documenting 
visitor's responses to Erika Rothenberg's window exhibition 
Have You Attacked America Today? This project actively 
involved viewers in the creation of educational materials 
for the exhibition by documenting their positive reactions, 
14 
as well as their doubts and concerns, related to the overtly 
political art on view. 
The Education Department at The New Museum plays an 
important role in advancing the mission of the organization. 
Recognized as a national model in the development of diverse 
cultural practice, the Education Department of The New 
Museum has achieved prominence in the museum community and 
attracted critical praise by expanding the parameters of 
traditional art education. Responsive to scholarly as well 
as societal issues, the public education programs exemplify 
The New Museum's experimental strategies to broaden access 
to art. 
Publications and Library 
Throughout its existence, The New Museum has generated 
a number of pUblications that have offered challenging and 
influential analyses of contemporary art and ideas. 
Documentary Sources in Contemporary Art is a series of 
volumes of which the first, Art After Modernism: Rethinking 
Representation, was edited by Brian Wallis and pUblished in 
1984. In 1987, the pUblication of Blasted Allegories: An 
Anthology of Writings by Contemporary Artists, brought 
together the writings of over forty artists to reveal the 
relationship between the visual and the textual. The museum 
has also pUblished many exhibition catalogues, including the 
award-winning Strange Attractors: Signs of Chaos in 1989. 
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The SoHo Center Library at The New Museum furthers the 
goals of the organization by offering a unique resource for 
the study of contemporary art. The Library was donated to 
the museum in 1985 by the library's founder Larry Aldrich, 
and has since developed into a collection of over 12,000 
rare monographs; exhibition catalogues; and books on art 
criticism, history and theory. The library has grown to 
48,000 volumes and is used by over 1,200 visitors annually, 
including scholars, artists, writers, and students, many 
from abroad. The Library's collection contains many art 
periodicals and materials unavailable anywhere else in New 
York. 
Collections 
The New Museum has also developed a unique approach to 
acquiring art. The Semi-Permanent Collection was 
established to keep the museum's holdings up-to-date and 
representative of current movements in art. The museum's 
innovative acquisition policy dictates that only work that 
is less than ten years old is to be acquired and that these 
works are to be retained no longer than twenty years, so 
that the collection slowly evolves as it seeks to reveal 
significant issues of the recent past while remaining 
actively engaged with the art of the present. The 
collection presently contains over 100 pieces in all media 
by some of the most influential American and European 
16 
contemporary artists and provides support for artists and 
the field through museum acquisition and pUblic exhibition. 
It also serves to document The New Museum's exhibition 
history, since efforts are made to add pieces to the 
collection that have been part of exhibitions at the museum. 
Management structure 
In keeping with its mission and its overt political 
stance, The New Museum has adopted a day-to-day management 
design that is participatory and progressive. 
Theoretically, it is managed by means of a flexible, 
democratically-based collaborative structure with the goal 
of nurturing a creative, supportive, and stimulating work 
environment. From the beginning, The New Museum has sought 
to find innovative ways to defy conventional hierarchical 
structures for managing organizations. staff, and even 
volunteers and interns, are encouraged to contribute freely 
during meetings on long and short-range planning, museum 
policy, future programming ideas, and evaluations of recent 
projects. Teams of staff members from different departments 
and positions are treated with equal respect and given an 
opportunity to voice their opinions in sessions that seek to 
arrive at decisions by consensus. These meetings are 
usually lead by the coordinator of the project who brings 
specific issues to the discussions. Decisions made by the 
17
 
team are written in memos and distributed to the rest of the 
staff. 
The New Museum staff is divided among nine separate 
departments within the organization, including 
administration, curatorial, development, education, library, 
operations, public affairs, publications, and registrar. 
staff positions vary from full or part-time to freelance and 
volunteer. Interns assist in operations, adding dozens of 
workers to the operation throughout the year. An extensive 
docent and volunteer program also facilitates the execution 
of the many programs, projects, and special events each 
year. 
III. THE INTERNSHIP 
The New Museum has a thriving internship program. This 
past year the museum utilized approximately 60 interns--more 
than ever before--and placed them in almost every area of 
the operation. The program provides most of the interns 
with meaningful jobs and responsibilities within the 
organization, though the level of involvement ultimately 
depends on the experience and interest of the intern. 
Prospects are recruited from colleges and universities, 
other museums and cultural centers, and a wide range of 
different arts communities. They come from allover the 
country, as well as the world. 
Not surprisingly, The New Museum is especially 
committed to recruiting American candidates from diverse 
racial and cultural backgrounds for training in the museum 
profession. In 1990, and again last year, the museum had 
two paid intern positions in the Curatorial and Development 
departments for African, Asian, Native, and Hispanic­
Americans. This multicultural internship program was 
partially funded by the National Endowment for the Arts. 
The New Museum relies heavily on interns to accomplish 
much of the programming and administrative functioning of 
the organization, and so advertises the program extensively 
and receives many applications every week. Since interns 
often have their own timeframes for working at the museum, 
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there is an influx of new interns every few weeks. A part­
time Intern Coordinator screens applicants and places them 
within the museum. Many are not accepted, but it is 
interesting that many of those who corne to The New Museum 
are sincerely interested in the organization and serious 
about their role within it. This dedication, which is also 
evident in the staff, makes for an energized and cooperative 
organizational culture within the institution that often 
keeps the museum going during tough times. 
The Director's Office 
The Director's office requires at least one intern at 
all times to help the Director's Assistant to manage Ms. 
Tucker's extensive travel and speaking engagements; plan and 
coordinate her meetings, appointments and correspondence; 
and oversee the progress of her numerous projects. I had 
always wanted to work in a Director's office so that I could 
see first-hand the general workings of an arts 
organization's chief administrator. A great part of my 
motivation for working in the Director's office at The New 
Museum was due to my interest in Marcia Tucker specifically. 
I wanted to observe her management style, her ability to get 
things done, and the way she accomplished so many of the 
interesting ideas she brought forth. 
20 
During the first few days in the Director's office, my 
responsibilities were rather simple and mundane, and mostly 
consisted of assisting the Director's Assistant, who was 
about to go on vacation. By the end of the first week, I 
was doing the Assistant's job by myself (a great way to 
learn very quickly about how the organization functions, and 
the inner working of the Director's office). After the 
Assistant returned from vacation, I began to work more 
closely with Marcia Tucker on a number of projects, 
principally editing pUblications, letters, and other 
documents. I immediately noticed how very generous she was 
with her time and extremely patient with those of less 
experience. The number of calls she received revealed how 
highly sought after she was; I also knew how very little 
spare time she had on her schedule, yet she always tried to 
find a way to accommodate the needs of others, regardless of 
how inconveniently their requests fit into her own plans. 
It was also very clear how Ms. Tucker carne to be regarded as 
a visionary and leader: her enthusiasm was inspiring and 
contagious, and she was always open to a better idea or to 
finding some compromise to make something work. She never 
pulled rank or was patronizing (even to those people who 
exhausted the patience of the rest of us). She was easy to 
work with, and, though many of her projects were complex and 
had to be done in short time, she rarely became upset or 
irritated. What was perhaps most refreshing about Ms. 
I 
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Tucker's management style was her accessibility and lack of 
pretense. The New Museum did not use senior staff meetings 
as a political tool for withholding information from the 
rest of the staff. There was a free exchange of information 
among all staff members, with none of the exclusive and 
secretive planning sessions that I have found in other 
organizations, where upper-level management appears to 
protect its status by keeping underlings in the dark. The 
mutual respect this environment nurtured made for a 
motivated and productive workforce that is rare indeed. 
Though I was formally the intern for the Director's 
office, I also did a few projects for the Managing Director 
(such as compile a two-year exhibition installation schedule 
to be used by every department of the museum, plotting the 
course from the first think tank, to the last day of 
deinstallation). I was solely responsible for coordinating 
a small, after hours event for an alumni group, which 
included refreshments and a short talk by Ms. Tucker. I 
also began to coordinate the assignments of other interns 
who worked fewer hours per week than I. Occasionally I 
worked on urgent or special projects for other departments 
of the museum that had a deadline requirement. For the 
Membership and Special Events Coordinators, I helped 
organize the informal "Young Collectors" lecture events, 
studio tours for the "ArtQuest" group (a special membership 
benefit for upper level members), and the larger fundraising 
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events like "The Annual Auction," for which artists donated 
work for sale to benefit the museum. I also helped 
coordinate education events like the "Sites of criticism," a 
series of programs that involved artists and critics in 
panel discussions of current issues in contemporary art. 
Through all these activities, I began to understand the 
bigger picture before me. Unique programs (that were 
extremely well received by the museum's audiences) were 
truly realizing the organization's ambitious mission. But 
also began to note a severe challenge to the museum's well 
being: the museum's management structure had become less 
effective in an organization of its size, and the economic 
climate had begun to make the museum confront hard choices 
about what it was going to be able to do in the near future. 
More about how these challenges were manifested will be 
delineated in the ANALYSIS section of this report, but for 
now it is relevant to note how the financial crisis at the 
museum provided me with an opportunity to extend my 
internship and assume curatorial responsibilities. 
The Curatorial Assignment 
In hindsight, The New Museum seems to have been 
operating without regard for its current financial well­
being for quite some time. When it came time to confront 
I 
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the financial crisis in which it found itself in late 1991, 
many programs simply had to be cut, and those that were not 
eliminated were forced to operate with drastically reduced 
bUdgets. The most immediate plans for the organization 
included rearranging the schedule of events and exhibitions 
for the next two years. For example, The spatial Drive 
eXhibition, which was originally scheduled to open in the 
spring of 1992, was moved to the fall and into a new fiscal 
year in order to keep expenses down in the current year. 
The situation required more coordination of the museum's 
programs. Many of these projects had already begun to rely 
heavily on interns and freelance staff to be realized, since 
staff reductions from attrition had already begun to 
overload the administrative and curatorial departments. 
This difficult situation for the museum, however, ultimately 
provided me an opportunity to oversee a curatorial project 
because I was already familiar with the museum's operations 
and I was essentially cost-free. 
As it turned out, my internship period proved to be a 
sort of testing ground for projects of my own at The New 
Museum, so that at the end of my third month, Ms. Tucker 
asked me to act as coordinator of an installation by the 
artist Jeffry Mitchell which would be on view in The 
Workspace Gallery from January 15 through April 19. This 
extended practicum offered me the opportunity to do 
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curatorial work in the museum and to write an essay for the 
exhibition's brochure. 
The Workspace Gallery is a small gallery in the rear of 
The New Museum that is dedicated to the works of young or 
emerging artists. Jeffry Mitchell works with plaster and 
latex to fabricate three-dimensional figures from which he 
creates his installations. Since Mitchell lives in Seattle, 
Washington, his art had been shown in galleries throughout 
the Northwest, including San Francisco; he'd also recently 
had a large exhibition in the Seattle Museum of Art. This 
was his first opportunity to show his work in a major New 
York museum. Needless to say, it was a great opportunity 
for us both (see Appendix D). 
My duties for this project included working closely 
with the curatorial department to coordinate Mitchell's 
installation with the other projects that would be on view 
at the time, and to facilitate with Mitchell the shipping, 
fabrication of objects, and final installation of the work 
in the gallery. I also did research on Mitchell's previous 
shows, helped write the press release, and arranged for the 
media to tour the installation in process. The major 
challenge of this project, however, was not simply one of 
coordinating the many details associated with such a 
project, but, rather, one of helping the artist realize his 
vision on a very limited budget. The money dedicated to 
this project was a set amount bUdgeted earlier in the year 
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before it was decided what type of show was going to be on 
view in the space. Even after Mitchell had been chosen to 
do an installation, the budgeted amount did not seem 
unreasonable compared to other exhibitions that had been 
mounted in the space, and no one knew specifically what he 
wanted to do in the gallery. This flexibility in 
programming which allows interesting and timely projects to 
develop, can also result in situations that appear poorly 
planned as was the case here. 
It was unfortunate that Mitchell lived on the other 
side of the country, and that the medium of most of his work 
(plaster) was so heavy, because it immediately became 
apparent that the entire budget could have been used for 
just the shipping of his work across the nation. This 
situation required our thinking of ways to overcome this 
bUdget crunch. Obviously, Mitchell was very excited about 
having his work shown at The New Museum, and was therefore 
very cooperative and tolerant of this minuscule bUdget. He 
finally decided to corne to New York two weeks before the 
exhibition opened, sublet a studio, and fabricate most of 
his plaster pieces in the city. Of course, what this 
ultimately meant was that he would be absorbing some of the 
costs of the exhibition. 
Another major component of the project that occupied 
significant amounts of time was writing the essay for the 
exhibition brochure. This required my researching the 
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artist's previous shows, having long discussions with 
Mitchell about the ideas he strives to convey in his art, as 
well as articulating my own responses to the work. This was 
certainly the more enjoyable part of the project. 
As the project progressed, a lot of my attention was 
focused on making sure the installation abided by museum 
procedures and policies. The registrar had concerns about 
the timing of the shipment of the few pieces Mitchell had 
decided to send from Seattle and the insurance of the work 
in transit as well as during the exhibition. The 
installation coordinator needed to know precisely how the 
individual plaster components would be attached to the wall 
(would the wall require reinforcement?), and the added costs 
for labor in repairing the walls during de-installation 
(lots of screw holes would need to be filled in afterward). 
The curatorial department wanted to be kept informed about 
the wall text within the gallery space, other signage, and 
the progress of the curatorial essay. We all met every two 
weeks at exhibition meetings and discussed the progress of 
each of the projects included in the spring exhibition. 
Even though Mitchell had decided to fabricate most of 
the plaster pieces in New York, the $1500 budgeted for this 
project was still inadequate for this type of installation. 
The project was labor intensive to install, it still 
required transportation costs from the studio in Brookl v ­
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and the repacking and return shipping costs of the pieces 
went well beyond the allotted funds. 
Because the money dedicated to this project was so 
terribly insufficient, even with Mitchell absorbing some of 
the costs, it made my role as liaison between the artist and 
the museum very frustrating. The artist had very specific 
ideas about the exhibition that I wanted him to achieve, 
and, simultaneously, the museum staff was pressuring me to 
stay within a budget that was obviously unreasonable. After 
some discussions with the development department and the 
artist's gallery, Rena Bransten Gallery in San Francisco, 
Ms. Bransten agreed to contribute $2000 to Mitchell's 
project. This finally allowed Mitchell to realize his 
unique vision for the exhibition without a constant concern 
for the cost of every detail, and it made me less the 
villain to everyone. 
My contribution to The New Museum included saving the 
organization money (I was not paid for the work), and 
relieving an already overloaded staff of a project that 
required quite a bit of coordination. The fact that I was 
not a regular staff member furthered the mission of the 
organization since this project provided an opportunity for 
an "alternative" point of view (the essay was authored by 
someone other than the regular curatorial staff). 
The project was a powerful learning experience (and 
later all that I learned from it would have a direct impact 
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on my coordination of the Art Mall eXhibition). This small 
curatorial assignment provided me the opportunity to meet 
artists and other arts administrators in New York City 
because I was suddenly a recognized name in the community. 
Artists began to invite me to studio visits, and other arts 
organizations requested information on the eXhibition, and 
my opinions on other projects. This installation also gave 
me greater insight into the museum's operations and the 
curatorial pUblications that accompany exhibitions. It also 
afforded me the chance to meet members of the press who 
covered art events, and provided me a forum to express my 
own ideas about the art by giving tours of the installation 
to visiting groups and members. The project significantly 
advanced my career by enhancing my reputation in the arts 
community, and by furnishing my resume with direct 
curatorial experience in a major New York art museum. 
IV. ANALYSIS
 
My eleven months at The New Museum provided me with 
valuable practical experience that can be used in almost all 
other arts organizations, but I also derived a greater sense 
of the specific difficulties that an institution confronts 
when it suddenly finds itself in the next stage of its life 
cycle. The New Museum has apparently begun to experience 
some of the growing pains that many nonprofit organizations 
encounter when they reach maturity. The current recession 
posed additional problems for the museum by seriously 
threatening the financial well-being of the institution at 
the same time. Both problems, taken together, served to 
challenge The New Museum's functioning in a way that 
required immediate attention, and, regrettably, drastic 
measures to be taken. 
As I've mentioned, I was initially attracted to The New 
Museum for its innovative management style, and as I worked 
there I was soon impressed by the camaraderie and 
cooperation of staff members who took great pride in the 
participatory structure. After a while, however, I began to 
notice the severe limitations of the concept in certain 
situations. 
Thomas Wolf notes in his book, Managing a Nonprofit 
Organization, 
Many people are attracted in working in 
a nonprofit because they consider such 
organizations to operate with a loose 
administrative structure with fewer 
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organizational hierarchies and without 
the pyramidal authority chains that are 
firmly established and common in the profit 
sector. But as nonprofit organizations 
grow in complexity and size, they must 
also move toward increasingly hierarchical 
structures. If they are staffed primarily 
by people who believe in collective decision 
making, or who feel that all supervision 
should be informal and unstructured, then 
dissension, frustration, and unhappiness can 
quickly set in. u 
The decentralized management style that Wolf characterizes 
is usually one that young organizations assume by default: 
their limited resources require an equality among staff 
members and an informal line of communication in order to 
get things done. The New Museum, by contrast, explicitly 
incorporated this type of system into the management style 
from the beginning with the expectation that this structure 
could be maintained throughout its existence. Yet the 
transition that Wolf describes is to a great extent 
inevitable when organizations reach a certain size: more 
complexity requires a more rigid chain of command if for no 
other reason than financial and legal accountability. The 
New Museum, unfortunately, has been very slow to recognize 
the need to enact adjustments to its original management 
plan, and this has frustrated staff and had some dire 
affects on the overall functioning of the organization. A 
critical issue has therefore emerged: can the museum 
12Thomas Wolf, Managing A Nonprofit Organization, (New 
York: Prentice Hall Press, 1990), p. 61. 
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maintain its commitment to a democratically-based management 
structure and at the same time develop a system that 
responds to the staff's concern for accountability? 
To my knowledge, no other museums have attempted the 
management structure The New Museum has embraced. 
Alterations in the original plan were always inevitable, 
though it was assumed changes would be adjustments in the 
structure, and certainly not a wholesale conversion to a 
traditional type (and few were calling for this). The 
museum's Board of Directors, though ultimately responsible 
for the financial well-being of the organization and for 
whom accountability should be of great concern, is not 
likely to initiate changes in the management structure, 
since they defer to the jUdgment of the Director, in whom 
they have complete confidence. 
The New Museum's staff is absolutely its greatest 
asset. The museum's organizational culture is strong due to 
the widely shared philosophy and beliefs that guide the 
behavior of its workers. The museum possesses all the 
elements that define a successful organizational culture: 
common values among employees, a concern for individuals 
over policies or procedures, recognition and respect for the 
same mentors, concern for the organization, pride in 
identifying with the organization, a well-understood sense 
of informal rules and expectations, and a conviction that 
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what employees do is important to others. D It has often 
been noted that such a climate facilitates high performance 
and motivation among the people working in an organization; 
Thomas J. Peters and Robert H. waterman, Jr., authors of In 
Search of Excellence, state, for example, "Every excellent 
company we studied is clear on what it stands for, and takes 
the process of value shaping seriously."14 Despite this 
strong sense of solidarity and fellowship among staff 
members of The New Museum, a peculiar situation arose in the 
late summer of 1991 that frustrated a lot of the museum's 
employees and pitted most against the senior staff members. 
The Air Quality Problem 
Japanese artist Kazuo Katase created an installation 
for the Workspace Gallery for the summer 1991 exhibition 
entitled Eclipse of the Earth (see Appendix E). The piece 
incorporated three objects: an image of a blue sun in a 
light box, a large circular black table, and a photographic 
negative of Jacques-Louis David's painting, The Oath of the 
Horatii. The room dedicated to the installation would be 
13John Schermerhorn, James G. Hunt and Richard Osburn, 
Managing Organizational Behavior, (New York: John Wiley & 
Sons, 1988), p. 301. 
14Thomas J. Peters and Robert H. Waterman, Jr. In Search 
of Excellence, (New York: Harper & Row, 1982), p. 50. 
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bathed in blue light by a series of fluorescent fixtures 
with filters that would suggest an other-worldliness. 
Unfortunately, the artist was vague in his proposal 
regarding one aspect of the installation: the black table's 
surface was to be covered in a red pigment that would 
interact with the blue light in some interesting way. The 
concept seems harmless enough, but what the curators did not 
anticipate was the chemical composition of the substance, 
how this powder would affect the air quality in the space, 
and the implications for the health of museum staff and 
visitors. It was eventually discovered that the pigment the 
artist wanted to use contained zinc sulfide and barium 
sUlfate, which are extremely dangerous (in fact it was 
illegal to import it into the country as he had done), and 
would have to be removed by experts with experience handling 
hazardous substances and equipped with the special equipment 
used to handle toxic chemicals. Removal of the pigment cost 
the museum over $1000. Though it was in the museum for only 
twelve days, the substance infiltrated the museum's 
ventilation system and contaminated the staff's offices, 
making many sick with symptoms including dizziness, fatigue, 
nausea, headaches, respiratory problems, and serious 
allergic reactions; it ultimately sent one person to the 
hospital. Later at least two would resign in protest and a 
lawsuit against the museum would be threatened by one of the 
staff. 
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The Katase installation incident was not the only 
problem to recently affect the air quality at the museum. 
The offices are in the basement and subbasement of the 
building, and areas of these catacomb-like spaces flood in 
torrential downpours which creates a ripe environment for 
the growth of rare--and dangerous--molds that can make 
people very sick. Since there had already been some talk of 
relocating the offices off-site while the mold problem was 
resolved, many staff members felt that there should have 
been a special sensitivity to potential air quality problems 
before the pigment was installed. What was truly 
significant about the Katase incident was the way it 
revealed an underlying frustration with the way decisions 
were made at the museum. By the time I arrived in late 
summer, the pigment had been replaced by a harmless 
sUbstitute (though the ventilation system was still being 
cleaned), and the press had reported the internal discontent 
occurring at the museum. I began to realize that, though 
the pigment problem had been corrected, many staff members 
continued to resent the way decisions were made, and were 
still upset by the lack of real accountability at the 
museum. Some felt that the team who had made the decision 
to allow the pigment (over the objections of the operations 
manager) had not been knowledgeable enough about the 
chemical, and the fact that no one person could be held 
responsible for that decision created a credibility problem 
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in the minds of many. Whether they articulated it or not 
(and some did), the staff was calling for a more 
hierarchical structure that required a few individuals to be 
responsible for decisions that affected them all. They 
wanted someone to take charge. Consensus was not as viable 
an option as it once was, since the organization was now too 
large to accommodate that slow and cumbersome process so 
reliant on long discussions as it was. The diversity of 
staff that had been so carefully cultivated also meant a 
greater likelihood of dissension and confusion in an 
organization with that sort of system. 
Though some of the press seemed to point a finger at 
Marcia Tucker for having made the decision alone to accept 
the pigment, and ultimately Tucker took responsibility for 
the incident, the more likely scenario involves the 
curatorial department acting without consultation with 
others in the museum. Numerous staff meetings (both formal 
and the more casual, around-the-water-fountain type) 
concerned issues related to the need for authority in the 
museum management, for a more centralized management system 
that would allow a greater consistency in museum decisions, 
and provide more controls on the actions of groups within 
the museum. A "fail safe" team that had been hastily 
organized to oversee other health related issues as they 
arose seemed to be a lame and ineffectual attempt to rely on 
the older system that had already been proven inept at 
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handling important and sometimes urgent problems, like the 
decision to accept, and then remove, the Katase pigment. 
Yet I noticed even those staff members who wanted one person 
accountable for the decisions that affected the whole museum 
ere ambivalent when it came to actually putting those ideas 
into practice; others were resistent to any hint of 
hierarchical structures today for the same political reasons 
that had justified the alternative system in the first 
place. 
Of course, the natural choice for the person to put in 
charge would be the director (as if she weren't already, at 
least by most standards), but Marcia Tucker was a reluctant 
boss. Not only had the participatory system been one that 
she agreed with philosophically, but it was one that suited 
her personal style as well. She was not the type to bark 
orders, give directives. or even supervise. She relied on 
the intelligence and judgment of those around her; she 
allowed others to offer opinions, and supported different 
points of view (though she sometimes guided as well). This 
in no way is meant to imply that she was a weak leader, but, 
rather, that she was a leader by example, not by reprimand 
or criticism. She had no desire to be the centralized 
authority figure that some of the staff called for. 
Besides, it was not just one authority figure that was 
needed, but a distinct chain of command that was sought, 
since Ms. Tucker was often not at the museum for days at a 
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time. Eventually, memos were passed around the office by 
the Managing Director that offered a chain of command, as if 
it were a form of appeasement for the demand of some for a 
recognized managerial structure within the organization (see 
Appendix F). This gesture, however, did not offer a real 
solution to the problem because this imposed structure did 
not provide the accountability that accompanies real 
involvement. This chain of command was a list of senior 
members who may not know about projects that did not 
directly affect them, so that they became authorities of 
last resort or by default. 
The Financial Crisis 
The other problem that began to emerge in early 1992 
was a financial crisis that had largely been unrecognized up 
to that point because the Director of Finance position had 
gone unfilled for so long. In February 1992 staff meetings 
were called that sought to find ways to reduce a museum 
deficit of over $400,000. This news carne as a shock to 
many, and the situation required a rethinking of the short 
and long-term plans in every department. For some time the 
museum staff had been spending money as usual, unaware that 
the organization's income had been reduced because important 
development positions had not been filled. This situation 
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was due to the museum's aggressive affirmative action policy 
that required a significant portion of all new hires to be 
non-white, and resulted in a sort of quota system that was 
ultimately detrimental to the well-being of the 
organization, since it essentially turned away qualified 
candidates for positions the museum needed to fill 
immediately (see Appendix F). Not only had the recession 
decreased grant funding, memberships, and donations, but key 
staff positions like the Director of Development and 
Membership Coordinator had gone unfilled during the crucial 
time of the year when fundraising campaigns were supposed to 
be underway. In my opinion, their absence, as well as that 
of the Director of Finance, whose position went unfilled, 
had caused the museum to miss opportunities to raise income 
and to effectively manage limited resources during trying 
times. contributions had decreased 35% since the previous 
year and membership had declined 18% (see Appendix H). This 
shortage of important persons had also overworked the staff 
in those departments, which had further compounded the low 
morale brought on by the air quality issues. Once the 
financial problems were discovered, immediate actions were 
in order. The museum had to slash programming and make 
radical changes in the exhibition schedule, including 
postponing a larger show until the next fiscal year (leaving 
a hole in the schedule that would be filled by a very 
inexpensive Art Mall exhibition that I would coordinate) . 
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Though the key staff positions had to be filled, other 
positions were eliminated or cut back to part-time. Some of 
these cuts will inevitably have long-term effects on the 
museum. The Intern Coordinator position, for example, was 
abolished and this could seriously reduce the number (and 
perhaps quality) of interns in the next few months. It was 
also determined less money would be spent on publications 
for all programs in the foreseeable future, and the Soho 
Library had to be closed indefinitely (subscriptions to 
periodicals had already begun to lapse, and the mold had 
significantly affected that part of the building so that 
visitors could not safely use the space). 
Ironically, the financial crisis effectively delayed 
the museum's having to deal with the management issues 
because the staff cuts and reduced programming returned the 
operation to the level of complexity which existed before 
the problems became evident. The financial crisis, however, 
was attacked head-on by the new Director of Development 
hired in late 1991 (who had been a Development Officer at 
the Guggenheim Museum). His approach to raising funds was 
more aggressive than had been the museum's style in the 
past, and I wondered how his new funding strategies might 
impact the museum's reputation as a institution of non­
traditional and provocative programming. Again, Elaine 
Heumann Gurian: 
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Historically, all museums tend to 
drift toward the right as they become 
successful; thus, the counterculture 
museums become less radical, the liberal 
museums become more mainstream, and the 
centrist museums tend to protect their 
elite status. IS 
This insight struck me when I noticed how the museum's new 
team of professional fundraisers seemed frustrated when they 
learned the museum was not as readily accepted by large 
corporations for funding as are other museums of similar 
size. It was as if the fundraisers were so caught up in the 
act of raising money that they had paid scant attention to 
what the types of programs the museum had historically 
produced, yet the corporations knew quite well, and some of 
these conservative organizations had some serious doubts 
about funding an art museum that had exhibitions entitled 
Have You Attacked America Today? This situation posed yet 
another challenge to the museum's mission: should it become 
more mainstream to accommodate potential funders' 
sensibilities and compromise its programming objectives, or 
stay the course and remain an "outsider" to traditional 
funding and continue to operate uncomfortably close to 
financial ruin? 
15 •Gurlan, p. 178. 
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conclusion 
The New Museum is an institution with unique 
programming that intelligently challenges many of the 
current notions about art. The problems delineated here are 
not its only ones, but perhaps only the most urgent, and 
they certainly are not insurmountable. 
I would recommend that the Director of each department 
be made responsible for programming originating in that 
department, that he/she take a greater leadership role in 
the group planning sessions so that the decisions made are 
realistic and attainable. I would also suggest that staff 
members with ultimate responsibility for implementing a 
program or special expertise be at the think tanks that 
determine the nature of future programming. I am not 
suggesting minimizing the participatory model, but simply 
trying include some accountability into the decision-making 
process. 
I would also recommend that the museum abandon the 
quota system for new hires, and in its place institute 
greater outreach programs into underrepresented communities 
or target groups with special advertising to announce open 
positions at the museum, but ultimately hire the best 
qualified candidate in a reasonable amount of time. I 
firmly believe that scraping this strict quota system will 
not undermine the museum's commitment to the goals of 
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affirmative action, but is a rational adjustment that will 
serve the institution's best interests in the long run. 
Despite the staff problems I have described in this 
report, the museum continues to enjoy a dedicated and 
energetic workforce who care deeply about the well-being of 
the institution. Though it was inevitable that the 
innovative management system at The New Museum would 
encounter difficulties, I believe the solutions it devises 
to confront these problems will only make it a more relevant 
model for other organizations in the future. 
My internship provided the museum with much needed 
assistance in the coordination of numerous projects, an 
"outsider's" (non-staff) point of view in its programming 
which is important to the mission of the organization, and 
active participation in the formation of new programming 
ideas at the think tanks. My background as an arts 
administrator was also of particular benefit to the 
organization, since most of the staff and interns there were 
primarily artists whose concerns and insights derive from 
that specific vantage point. 
As I said when I set out on this journey, I was drawn 
to The New Museum for its ability to effectively explore 
issues related to art and museumship, and though my time 
with the organization has allowed me to take a close look at 
the operation, and analyze it to find its deficiencies and 
unique problems, this process has not diminished my profound 
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respect for the ideas it represents and the powerful and 
exciting programs it produces. 
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ART AND IDEOLOGY, 
1960-1984 P.nel discuSSion in 
conjunction with Art and IdroWgy. 
about the impact of current politi. 
ca..1 ide1.s and ~etlVlties on the uts. 
in coll.boullon with The Studio 
Museum in Harlem 
Benj....min Buc.h1oh. Ja)'T1e Canez. 
Lucy lippard. Nancy Spero. 
Dr. James Turner 
March 10 
HUNGER FOR 
PICT1JRES/CONTEMPORARY 
GERMAN PAINTING 
Lecture by 
Dr. Wolfg.ng M'" F.ust 
May16 
A PANEL DISCUSSION 
IN CONJUNCTION WIn; 
DIFFERENCE: ON 
REPRESEWATJON AND 
SEXUAlJ11' 
With guest CUJ'alor Kale linker 
O<=nbaz.z 
Public Programs
 SPEAKERS' CHOICE: ARTISTS. CRITICS AND DEALERS 
GRACIE MANSION 
Mardi 7 
UNDA MONTANO 
Mardi 4 
LISA LIEBMANN 
Mardi Jl 
PHYUSS KJND 
Mardo.2S 
JOHN YAU 
April. 
A ITENTION! Series of four panel 
discussions in conjunction with 
Choias: Moki,,!: An of Ew:rydoy ufr 
M:nim. Abt'1movicz and Ul.ay, Alex 
Grey, Kim Jones. Linda Montano. 
Michael Osterhout. the GhOS1 of 
lorne> Lee Byars, moder.lted by 
Thonus McEviIley 
F"'"""Y) 
ACT1JAL SIZE, • lecture /perfor­
IlUnce by Mich.ael Osterbout 
Fob"",')' 7 
NIGHTSEA CROSSING,. medita­
tion piece by M.a.riru Abramovlcz 
wdUlay 
FtbrwDry 2J-Jj 
A DISCUSSION WITH IAN 
WIl50N 
Fob"""Y '7 
'BAD' PAINTING 
Panel discussion with Joseph 
Hilton, Muci.a Tucker. Shan 
Urquart. and JeffW:l)', rnode14.ted 
by Irving 541ndJer in conjunction 
with Artists TaU:: on An at the Soho 
Artists Cmt~r 
FdJru.a')' '7 
ALFRED JENSEN: PAliNGS 
AND DIAGRAMS FROM THE 
YEARS 1957-1977 
Public leaure .nd discussion in 
conjuncnon with the exhibition 
April.o 
OUTSIDE NEW YORK 
Lectures In conjwlCtion with 
Outsidt' New Yon:. an ana.lysis of 
contemporary creative activity in 
the United S14tes and EngJ'l.Od 
MUSEUMS AND EXHIBITIONS 
OF CONTEMPORARY ART 
John I.H. B.ur. LiJld" uthcm. 
1.Jnd;J Shearer. Marcia Tucker. 
PalmerWaJd 
MllYI6 
GALLERIES, ARTISTS AND 
THE PUBLIC Leo Castell,. Arnold 
Glimcher. Bett)' Parsons. Holly 
Solomon. Ioclc: Truman 
Ma)'lJ 
COLLECTORS AND THE PRIVATE 
PATRONAGE SYSTEM RJch.,d 
Brown Baker. Wilham Copley. 
Sondu Gilman. Barbaril Schwam. 
Dorothy Vogel, Herbert Vagel 
MaYJo 
ART AND POLITICS Serie> of 
thI~ symposu in response to the 
need for di-.logue about eano-over­
si.I polinu.l. social, and economJc 
ISSUe> 
ARTS UPDATE Series offOUT 
illustralro morning lectures 
focused on recent developmenlS in 
contemporary Mt 
MnCl~ Tucker 
Feb"",')' '0, t7..... Mara. J 
ARTS UPDATE Slide presentation. 
Lynn Gumpert. Ned Ril1cin, 
Ma.rci~ Tucker 
April.) 
ART AND POUTICS II 
I...e-cture Serif!"S 
SUPPORT SYSTEMS FOR THE 
ARTIST 
Brooke Alexander. 1..e<>n Golub 
Febf\l4"1.f 
WHAT IS THE IMPACT OF 
HOMOSEXUAL SENSIBILITY ON 
COt-.TIMPORARY CULTURE? 
Arthur Bell. Jim Founn. Benha 
Harris. lUte Millet. Vito Russo. 
Jeff Weinstein. Edmund White 
N<>v<mba 25 
STATE OF THE ARTS 
Two p~nel discussions ~boul the 
intenel.. tionsrup of the visluJ 
arts with music, film, dance, 
.. nd theata 
THE CHANGING PROSCENIUM: 
THE INTERRElATIONSHIP OF 
THEATER AND VISUAL ARTS 
Joanne Aka.litis, E1iubeth 
kCompte 
Mardi 21 
THE "INS' AND "OlJTS" OFCORPORATE SUPPORT SOUND AND VISION: 
CONTEMPORARY ART: MARGARET MILLER (A POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE TODAY'S MusIC 
THE POLITICS OF EXCLUSION Oaobcr .8 INFLUENCE ON THE ARTS) Laurie Anderson. Fab Five Freddy. 
PHIUP LINHARES I'ck Boulton. Cideon Ch4gy. Benny Andrews. Eunice Liplon PhilIp Closs. Joseph J=. 
Daob<r 25	 Christo. Barbara Gladstone. Febt'U4"1 II Glenn O'Brien, GregoT)' S~ndow. 
Han!' Hucke. Mary Lamer. Ala.n Veg.a 
ANNE FOCKE Robin Winters INTEGRITY IN AESn;mCS	 May 17Daob<r ,6 
Novanber )	 LiJld" Goode Bry>.nl 
An~ Mendieta	 BRITAIN SALlITES NEW YORl<ROBERT MURDOCH 
POPULISM AND ELmSM: 
A NEW GENERATION: POPULAR N<>v<mba •	 
February JS 
CENSORSHIP Mel Edwards. Colin 
CULTURE IN BRITAIN TODAY DAVE KJNG	 Fitzgibbon. Richard Goldstein. RECENT ISSUES AND 
Panel disCUSSIon ~boutNav<ml><T 8	 Dieler Kearse. Jim Rheinish, PERSPECTIVES: FIGURATION 
contemporary ut and artists' 
Came RJckey	 Two lectures held in May 4obout 
concerns in EnglandNo~rJO recent fl8W".ative painting 
Silly Bilker. Moir.l Kelly. Stuvtlind" C.thurt. S.ndro Chi". Eric 
PERSPECTIVES: A NEW YORK M.rnwJ. Steph.n Rage.., lame>POPUUSM AND EunSM: FIschl. Jedd Gare!. Donald Kuspil 
COMMUNm' DIALOGUE TrwnmAESTHmC CONTROL AND Thom.s Lawson. Lowery Sims 
Series of five symposia about the May ...PUBuclNVOLVEMENT M~ Boone. Robert Colescon. Neil
.esthetic, social. and economic Stef.n Eins. Robert Codfrey. John jenny, Judith linhare>. Irvingaspects of the Ne'Q,' York .. rt ARTISTS AND CRmCS:Halpern. Jenny Holzer. lucy	 Swdler, Pekr Schjel<WU
commumty from the 1950S to Lippard. M.. rcia Tucker	 SPEAKERS' CHOICE 
the presn1t 
RECEt-.'T ISSUES AND	 Series oflecturf!"S in the Fa.1I about 
PERSPECTIVES: topics ranging from music to 
ARTIST AND THE COMMUNITI 
Novanha J] 
HOMOSEXUAL SENSIBIUTIES	 politics .and the medU 
.; ,Jennifer Butlett. Ron Gorchov. Dore Ashton. R£fael Fe~r, HUISIn conJunction with ExtendedG.ylen C. H.nsen.joseph Kosuth, H.aacke, urter ~tcliffTHE MINORITIES DIALOG StnsibiJiJi.t.s. two panel dlscussions a.U"e Moore. Salvatore SarpitU 
Series of meetings about the about homosexu;t} sensibility inMay' 
specW concerns of eme~ the VlSwJ arts and Its influence on 
artists of color 
ART WRfTlNG AND CRITICISM	 contcmporaT)' culture THE END OF THE WORLD AS 
Nicow Uhs. DougUs D.vis. 
LiJld" Coode Bryon', ) us. Above 
WE KNow IT Panel discussion inMidtown/Downtown. lohn Neely. Is THERE A HOMOSEXUAL 
Lucy lipp.rd, Joseph Mashed<, conjunction with Th.t End oftheHowardena Pindell AESTHmC IN CONTEMPORARY 
urter Ra.diJT. Bar!»r.I Rose, World: ContemporQ')I VLsions Of the ART~ Damel Cameron,Irving S.ndler	 MOM I)-Sc~ z.z JIpocalypsc. •bout the possibilitie>
HMl'Tlony H~mmond. Roger un. 
May 9 and imphutions of toul global
 
ARTS UPDATE John Perre~ult. Arlene ~veo,
 c:austropbe 
An ongoing series of slide Ingrid Siscby Rudolf B'r.lnik, Helen Caldicott. 
presenutions about a wide \'ariety N~I.s Robert J'y lifton. Mark O'Donnel, 
of new work previously unseen by LiJld"She=r 
the N..., York public 
Lynn Gumpert. Marcia Tucker 
O<=nba ) 
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GOD SAVE THE SPECTACLE A TALE OF Two Sms: PERSPECTIVES ON 
Symposium In conjunction with THE BEST OF TIMES! MULTICULTURALISM HANS HAACKE: MEMORY AND	 VIDEO ARTIST DIALOGUElmp'cStGric: Malcom MclAren gnd	 THE WORST OF TIMES Bill Agludo. Raben Lee.INSTRUMENTAL REASON l=ture	 Panel discussion in conjunctionThe Bnllsh NtUJ Wave, ;;thout the	 Hawardena Pindell. Joan Sandler.Lecture about cuJtural ...ctivity in 
history .. nd legacy of punk musIC G.Pe1er Jemison. Nild.4 Perll4lby Benjamin BuchJoh at the Gre.1t	 with SaldJiu Cuhurt's. :.boUl issues HaJJ .itl Cooper Union in conJunc­	 Bri~in under Margaret Th.alcher of coloni...lism ~nd culturetion with Hans Haacke Memory Jon Bmi Sally Cowo.ud. Tracey Moff~l. jwlW '9 
and lru:at1ll'l'\Cnud Rl.ason j",ru I Ge-offrey We:.ryRIChard H~U. Greil Marcus.
 
M:.lcom McLar~n. Stephen OPEN FORUM
}QnWD'f)! jtJfu~rynSprouse. P...ul T:.ylor	 Kinshash ... Holm:.n Conwill READINGS FROM BLASTED 
S<pl<mbu .. ALLEGORIES jWM16ART AFTER ANDY WARHOL,	 A SERIES OF GALLERY TALKS IN 
A New Museum public.arionALIENATION OR AlITHENTICn-Y	 CONJUNCTION WITH INTERIMOPEN FORUM	 HOMEMADE1VBrun W.illisMCl)'8	 BY MARY KElLY Mt-t"lmg 10 pl ... n:. future exhibition	 Viewer participation proit"C1 In con­jwru 6 
.at The New Museum THE AESTHETICS OF MARY junction \lo'1lh From ReA:llVtT 1.0 
CROSSOVERS: Wilham Ol~nd.er. Sharon F. KElLY: MATERIALITY AND RLnwu Control: Tht TV Sit 
NEW TENDENCIES Patton. Nild.4 Peru.a. Laura Trippi MEANING G.ry S.ngster Br3nd3 Mtiler. VOSh3 Goldstein 
Lecture by Wolfg.ng M;u F.U51 Sc.pumOe.r 17 Ftbf'l44ry '7 Si:pumOe.r l.of 
~Jo 
WHAT BECOMES A LEGEND	 ARTISTS' TALK 
A series of so: discussions in COn­THE GREAT GODDESS DEBATE:	 MOST' HISTORY AND IDENTITY 
junction wifh RXttorilal Image 
... bout how conlempoury artists 
IN MARY KELLY'S INTERIMSPIRITUAlITY VERSUS 
Susan Ulu.n 
integrate person~1 ~he(s and aes­SOCIAL PRACTICE IN RECENT 
FEMINIST ART POlnel discussion Ftbrwary ~. Ma.rch ~ thetic concerns wilt! hisloriaJ and 
in (onJunction WIth Ana MendimJ: politio.l ev~nts 
A Rdrosptdivc. about <urnnt THE WRmNG ·CURE": 
RECONSTITUTING THEdirections in feminist U1 IN AND OllT 
lyn Biumenllul. ROS41yn SPEAKING SUBJECT Munu<us 
Deutsche. K.Jte unletr. Arlene Rentoe' Green 
D<umba Ij ~ ...en. NUlCY Spero. Judith Wilson Mom.j. April] 
Dcamb<78 THE RHETORIC OF DIFFERENCE 
DOCUMENTATION AND Judith Barry, Jean Fisher 
FICTION: MARY KELLY'S 
D=mbull 
WOMAN 
THE IDEOLOGY OF THE ViV)a.n Bobh 
MARGIN: GENDER, RACE AND March tOlUld Jl 
CULTURE 
PUBUC IMAGE 
LOCATING THE BODY: MARY 
INTRODUCTION: Julie AuJl KELLY AND JANA STERBAK 
THE POUTICS OF Alice V... ng	 jonlMlry 12 
MARGINAUZATION Mart:h '7 
THE ARCHITECTURE OFluis CamOitler. Abdul R. 
J...nMoh.il;m~. Renee Tajima.	 AMNESIASUBJECTS OF HISTORY 
Denrus Aduns Mud. Tucker. Cornel W~t	 Symposium in conjunction with 
April')	 l'7fR'" by M.ry Kelly jaluMlry 19 
J .:. Parvt-t"n Ad.4ms. Emily Apter. HalA CONVERSATION ON FEMINISM CULTURE AND THE CANON: A TALKFoster. Isa:.c Julien. Muy KeUy.BLACK TO THE FlTTURE	 AND CONTEMPORARY ART THE INSTITIJTION'S	 F~li:< Gonzilez·TorTet':Yu.. MuJvey. Gnseld> Polloclt
'Project m conrunction Wlln Itll Margaret 'Hurlson, jo-Arrn;,aRESPONSIBIlITY ja"W2ry 16Robert CoI<sccu: A RLlrospeaiv<	 Ism, Nancy Spero Mara" 10 F.y Chi.1.ng. Kinsh..1u Conwill. 
JIUO< ...Dougl.. Crimp. Riclmd Powell.	 PROJECTIONS AND PROJECTS THE QUESTION OF MANIT'S 
Tim Rollins Krl)"ztof W odic:zlto THE UNEDmD ROBERT OLYMPIA: POSED AND SKIRTED, COLESCOTT	 ARE You ANGRY YET? Moy~	 
lowfiY Sims P~el discussion on government a panel discussion with Fd>"""'t , 
March Lf funding and censorship of the ,1rts The V.Girls in conjunction with How WE SEE OURSELVES, ABSTRACTION AND MEANING:
 
How OTHERS SEE US:
 ~plbnDt.r 1;	 1wrw" by M.ry Kelly HISTORICAL REFLECTION AND ALVA ROGERS	 Mart:h '0Df:an Amhaus. ural BeckeT,Michael Ullen. M..rth.a ~er. CONTEMPORARY CONTEXTS In cou..boration with LlQ Jane'S.	 RusseU Ferguson. lim Fountt.Sh.non Greytalc.. AdrUn Piper,	 THE DECADE SHOW P... nel discussion in con)uncnonBrandon Ross. Charles BurnhOlrn	 Joseph P.pp. Ted Poner. FaithJu= Smclloz	 Pa.nel Discussions with Uuknas: leon and Absrraaion 
March 11	 R.inggold. Muci. TuclterMay II in ConkX1, held at 
THE CANON: ISSUES OF The Metropoliun Museum of Art 
AFRICAN AMERICAN FEMINISM AND THIRD WORLD INCLUSION, EXCLUSION AND	 Terry Adkins. D."" Duff.AESTHmCS:CULTURE Howardena Pindell, DISSOLUTION	 Ele...nor Heutney. GM)' S.mgster.
liNKS TO THE PAST,Mitn T.hrizWl. B.,h>n Snlith.	 Mmmar Benitez. David Deitcher. lowei')' Suns 
DIRECTIONS FOR THE FlTTUREand others	 John Kuo Wei Tchen. Judith Man:JtJONelson Ge-orge. KeUie Jones,MOYl8	 Wilson. Keith Morrison 
li.. Jones. JudIth Wilson. 
}IUO<J~'l!ec. WolfeREPRESENTATION AND 
Mara" 1&POPULAR CULTURE HIGH ART, STREET CULTURE: 
Hanif Kunishi. Greg Tate. CULTURAl. PRACTICES IN ntE 
WOMEN AND AIDS: KNOW ntEJudith WillJamson, Uld others 
'980'sFAcrs In conjunction wah UntilMG),~5 Oyde C..ey. S.nd.. F.ba.. (Lody
ThaI Last B,<Qlh: Women With Aids 
Pmk). Flo.. IUpl.n. YoLwd> 
Amber Hollibaugh, Ann Meredith. Lopez. Roben F;uris Thompson.
Suki Ports. Denise Ribble. Ruth Mucia TuckeT 
Rodriguez, Muie SL Cye 
j_ 12 
Mtut:k) 
Me ~ ~ ~rformonce. MJ.rch 21. I'" AJoq Rorn in col~ Wfttl LiD jona. 
w?t:tl Bn.ndon Rou and ~ Burnham. 8Icd CO !he nm..,,­
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TH£ NEW MUSEUM AT U ITH 
AVENUE 
ME.... ORY 
MaYlo-;l 
Organized by Maroa Tucker .and 
The New Museum for C Space, NY 
NEW WORK/NEW YORK 
J"'" 2) • JwJy IJ 
Organize-d by The New Museum 
for Galler)' of Ilily and August, 
Woodstock. NY 
FOUR ARTISTS: DRAWINGS 
August ~o . St.plLmbcr 20 
Org4l.n1zed by The New Museum. 
coordinated by Michiko Miyamoto, 
for The lnstirute of Conlempon.ry 
Art. Tok)'o 
EARLY WORK BY FIVE 
CONTE.... PORARY ARTISTS 
Novanbcr II . Dcurn.bcT )0 
Organized by Susan Logan. Allan 
Schwartzman. and Mara. Tucker 
"BAD" PAINTlNG ALFRED JENSEN. PAINTlNGS NEW WORKfNEW YORK OUTSIDE NEW YORK 
January 4 . February 28 AND DIAGRAMS FROM THE MaY'J - J'"y 8 Stpumba 13 . NOvt:mbu II 
Organized by Mara. Tucker	 YEARS 1957-77 Organued by Susan Logan. All.an Organued by Sus.an Logan. Allan 
Marth 10 • April]1 Scbwartzm.an. and Marcia Tucker	 Schwaruman. and Kathleen 
BENEFIT PERFOR .... ANCE AT Thorm.sOrg.ruzed by Linda L Dllhart	 Demonstration by Susan Dallas. 
loNE STAR CAFE. TERRY and Marcia. Tucker for the Perfonn.nce by JeffW.y 
AlliN BARRY LE VA, FOURA1bnght·Knox Art GilleI)'. Buffalo. j'Wl\t 11 f( 18 
Ftbruary 13	 NY, and The New Museum, NY CONSECUTIVE INSTALLATIONS 
AND DRAWINGS 1967'1978Traveled to: Museum of	 Two EVENINGS OF SOLO 
Df.umba 16. '978 - FtbrUQry 10. '979Contemponry Art. Chicago; La PERFORMANCE: BOB CARROL. 
JoUa Museum of Contemporary	 Organized by Maroa Tucker /0 HARVEY ALLEN. MARTA 
Art. La Joll', CA: Dep'rtment of RENZI. AND RON LIITKE 
Fine Arts G.ilillery. University of S<p<=bc" • .. 
Colorado Museum, Boulder: San
 
Fr.ncisco Museum of Modem Art
 
THE INVENTED UNDSCAPE	 THE 1970S: 
Ftbruary 17 - April 4	 NEW AMERICAN PAINITING 
Organized by Christopher English.	 J"'" 
guest curator	 Organized by Allan Schwartzman, 
Kalhlt..'l:'n Thomas. and Ma.rcia 
SUSTAINED VISIONS Tucker 
;"priJ 1J -JUI\t 1) 
Exhibitions 
DIMENSIONS VARIABLE Organized by Sus-an Logan, All.an 
Sc.p/.tmbu 19 . Now.rnbcT ~9Schwaruman, and Kalhleen 
: , Thomas	 Org.anize<l by Susan Logan. Allan 
REE MORTON RETIlOSPECTIVE University College at Buffillo, NY; Schwartzman. and Kathle-en 
IN A PICTORIAL FRAMEWORK A Space. Toronto. Onuno ThOtTUS 
JUrK)o. Sc.pternbcT '5197
1 
- 1977 
FtDrUQry 16 . April '7 
DECONSTRUcnON/	 NEW WORKfNEW YORKOrg,nized by Sus.n Logan. AllanOrganized by Allan Scl1wartz~ RECONSTRUCTION:	 ~r 8. 1979 - February 8. 1980Schw.uttman, and Kathleen 
and KathJeen ThOITl4S 
THE TRANSFORMATION OF Thorn..as Organized by Susan Logan and 
Traveled to: Contemporary Arts PHOTOGRAPHIC INFORMATION	 AUan SchwartzmmPenomunce: -Dagar Ane-, BruceMuseum, Houston; University of INITO METAPHOR Gundersen and Robert Clark Colorado Museum, Boulder; Jwi.y 11 - SepLCf'r'obtr J8 
A1bright·Knox Art GilleI)'. Buffalo.	 A"€",, '4. Scpl<mbo '7.,8 
Org,nized by Shelley Rice. guest NY: ReniUssance Sooety at the 
cuntorUniversity ofChia.go 
INVESTIGATIONS: PROBE­	 JOHN BALDESSARI: STAY TUNEDOUTSIDE NEW YORK: 
STRUCTURE-ANALYSIS	 WORK 1966 - 1980 july 25 . September '0THE STATE OF OHIO 
SqnLmbo 27 . CJaonbc, • Mara. ... Apnl 28April.26 . JWI\t 16	 Org,nized by Ned Ri/ltin 
Org'nized by Lynn Gumpert and	 Orga.nized by Mud, TuckerOrganized by Allan Schwartzm3.II 
Allw Schwartzman Trave.led to: Contemporary ArtsPerfonnance: "A Different Kind of PERSONACenter. Cinciruuti: Con1emponry 
EVENlTS: FASHION MODA; SGpt.c1"fl.ber '9 . November 11Spook House" PatlOsVille Arts Museum, HoustonBeatniks from Akron. Ohio TALLER BORICUA; ARTISTS Org,nized by Lynn Gumpert and 
ApriJJo INvm ARTISTS	 ALT<RNATIVES IN REfiOSPECT Ned Ri1kin 
Dc.conbcr IJ. '980. Marr:h 5. 1981	 MaY9 .July 16 
HALLWALLS,5 YEARS NOT /UST FOR UUGHS:Coordin'ted by Lynn Gumpert	 Organized by J'w Apple. guest J..ly THE ART OF SUBVERSIONcurator 
Sponsored by The New Museum at	 No"",",OeT 1J. '98, . jQ,"~ry 11. J981 
Parsons School of Design Orgilnized by Marcia Tucker 
Traveled to: Uptown Gallery. State 
NEW WORK/NEW YORK 
Ja"~ry )0 - Mora. 25 
Org'ruzed by Lynn Gumpert .nd 
Ned RiOci.n 
EARLY WORK 
April J -J""') 
Org'nized by Lynn Gumpert. Ned 
Rifkin, and M.araa Tucker 
CURRENTS 
JUrK U - july 19 
AL SOUZA 
Organized by Ned Ri1kin 
MARY STOPPERT 
Org.nized by M3Ij' J.ne Jacobs. 
guest curator 
THE REVEREND HOWARD 
FINSTER 
""i"" 7 S<pt<mbc" 
Org.nized by Jesse MWT)'. 
guest euntor 
CANDACE HILL-MONITGOMERY 
OTg.ruzed by Lynn Gumpert 
Two TillED BY POP-UP 
PRODUCTIONS 
Oaob<r 
Directed by loon Tewkesbury 
ExTENDED SENSIBIUTIES: 
HOMOSEXUAL PRESENCE IN 
CONTEMPORARY ART 
Oaoba 16 . lXul"fl.ber )0 
Organized by Diniel j. C.am~ron, 
guesl euntor 
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OlJTSIDE NEW YORK: SEATTLE 
March 16 . ]w.c 1 
Org,nized by Ned Rillin 
EVENTS: EN Foco, HERESIES 
CoLLECTIVE 
)1lI\l1l' }.uy 10 
Coordinated by Robbin Dodds 
?erfom13nC(': Vanalyne Green In 
"Tender Me-
THE NEW MUSEU'"' "'OVE~ TO III 
a ..OADWAT 
UlNGUAGE, DRAMA, SOURCE, 
AND VISION 
()c;tob,er8 NOlJCJ'f'obc27 
Organized by Lynn Gumpe-n. Ned 
RiOan. and M.ucia Tucker 
THE END OF THE WORLD: 
CONTEMPORARY VISIONS OF 
THE ApOCALYPSE 
Dc.ambcr '0, '9&) -JonUDry 11. J98.. 
Org,ruzed by Lynn Gum!"'rt 
WOIU15P'A.CE ON VIEW 
ELEANOR DUBE, E'WAO KEN APTEKAR, GREG DRASLER, 
KAGOSHIMA, JAMIE SUMMERS SHELLEY KAPLAN 
JonW1ry Ij - March 16 Dca~IO-JO 
MARK KLoTH 
Dc.u:mber 7.•9&J -JanWiry 22. 19s.. 
ART AND IDEOLOCY 
F'bTlUJry <4 . Marer. .8 
Org,nized by Benj>.min H.D. 
Buchloh. Donald Kuspit, Lucy 
uppold, NUda Peray•.•nd Lowery 
Sims. guest nu.tors 
EARL STALEY: 1973' 1983 
MarcJt)1 . May 20 
Organized by Linda L C.thart .nd 
Mncia Tucker for The New 
MusC'Um md the ContemIXlrary 
Arts Mu~um. Houston 
NEW WORK: NEW YORK!
 
OlJTSlDE NEW YORK
 
JlUOC1·July '5 
Organized by L~ump"" ""d 
Ned Riilcin 
~ 
A 
J1Ml1lit.6l1iillLli~".J.jilll 
Leon Golub. I'otfraif 0( Nmon ADdrf*r tv. 
It76..~. 
&rban K.n.cer. 
Now J'DLI see IlL. 1983. 
.,. RANDE BACHE, 
STEPHEN FRAILEY 
janWlry 15 - FtbrutJry 19 
GARY GOLDBERG, 
IONA KLEINHAlIT 
FehruDry 22 - March 18 
PERRY BARD, 
RICHARD BLOES, 
JAMES ELAINE, PIO 
GALSIS 
jul.Y28.A~1I 
SELECTIONS FROM 
THE 
SEMI·PERMANENT 
COLLECTION 
Jul.)' 2.1 - Scpumba 9 
ON YI£W 
D=mbo 8. '98,­
FtbrutJry J. 1985 
DIFFERENCE: ON 
REPRESENTATION AND 
SEXUAUTI 
Oue~, 8. 198.. - Fcbru(Jry 10. 1985 
Org:mlzed by Kate Linker. guest 
CUIatOr; Jane Wemstock, guest 
cunlor/fum and vid~ 
Traveled to: Renaissance Society at 
the University ofChicJogo; Institute­
ofContemIXlnry Art, London 
WO"K~""'CE 
DON DUDLEY 
FcbruDry n . April I 
JOAN JONAS 
April II' May IJ 
AL WONG 
May 2) - Jun.c l..i and july 6 - August 5 
NATE SHINER (IN 
MEMORIAM), 
A~ 15 . St:p~mbu 9 
THE NICARAGUA MEDIA ~.On~_ 
PROJECT ond~. JOHN HERNANDEZ, SHELLY 
HULL, ROBIN WINTERS, 
KRZYSZTOF WODICZKO 
Septcmbt.r 16 - NC1Vt-rnbcr 25 
O~ YIEW 
MICHAEL BYRON, USA HOKE, 
AMY SILLMAN 
J'ntWDry J - Z2 
PARADISE LoST!PARADISE 
REGAJNED: AMERICAN 
VISIONS OF THE NEW DECADE 
JW1e 10 - Stpumba JO 
Organized by Lynn Gum!",rt. Ned 
Rifkm, md Marci. Tucker, 
commissioner for the 4ISt Venice 
Blennoile 
CURRENTS 
July 18 . So/umbo 9 
MARTIN PURYEAR 
Tr.veling exhibition orgaruz~ by 
Hugh M. Davies and hebine 
Posner for the University Callery, 
UnIversity of M.ss.chu:iens, 
Amherst 
DAVlD IRELAND 
Organized by Robert Atldns. 
guest CUL4tor 
GOLUB 
SepLe~r 22 - NC1Vt-~r 25 
Org,mzed by Lynn Gump"" ""d 
Ned Rifkin 
Traveled to: La joll" Museum of 
Contemporary Art, La Joll•. CA: 
Museum ofContemIXlury Art, 
Chiago: MontruJ Museum of Fine 
Arts. ~ad.a: Corcoran Gallery of 
Art. Washington, D.C. 
THE ART OF MEMORY! 
THE Loss OF HISTORY 
NOVC"I'nbcr 1). IgBS .J,mUDry '9, rg86 
Organized by Willi.m Olander 
ONVlfW 
Ftb"",'Y u . April 7 
HEW WORK (i"'LUAY 
SIGNS 
April 17 -July 7 
OlJTPOST OF PROCRESS: THE 
PAINTINGS OF JOHN HULL 
Organized by M.ro. Tucker 
MIA WESTERLUND ROOSEN 
Org.nized by Lynn Gum!"'rt 
Org"",zed by Ned Rifkin. gues' 
cuntor 
ALLEN RUPPERSBERG: THE
 
SECRET OF LIFE AND DEATH
 
Sepurnbcr 21 • N~ JO 
T raveling exhibition org.nized by 
rUDY FISKIN, JANET PIHL8LAD,Julia Brown for the Museum of 
UlNCE RlITLEDGECon'emporary Art, Los Angeles 
WOAKS..ACII! 
BARBERA Ess 
ApnJ ,6 .J,.ly 7 
SUSTAINED VISIONS: 
PIERRE TAL-COAT 
WO..........CI
 
T.V. PICTURE: 
DIANA FORMISANO, JOHN 
GLASCOCK, RENE SANTOS 
Sqn.errt.Mr 1J . NOVC"I'nbcr 10 
FIVE FROM MINNESOTA 
WlNDQWON ...OADW...y 
PlATO'S CAVE, 
RUolO CAMPOPIANO 
NtW WO"K G ...LLEAY 
DOUG ARGUE, AUDREY 
GLASSMAN, ROBERT MURPHY 
Adrian fl\per. It Tc* o( AO'QrIino and Pow:tty 
1.....).1""'. Th<Mo(.......,.'
 
Thel.Ds:la(H~. 
TIMOTHY DARR 
NO\J(rnbcr 1J. '985' JanWDry '9. '986 
NEW WO"K (i ...LUA,. 
NANCY CHUNN, MICHAEL 
CORRIS, OUVIER MOSSET 
looK-alIT FOR BROADWAY, 
ANN MESSNER 
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CHOICES: MAKING AN ART OF 
EVERDAY UFE 
Ft:rwary I • Mard1 JO 
Org.amud by M4ilrcia Tuder 
SOTS ART 
.~n;IZ·J~"'u 
Organized by Margarita Tupitsyn. 
guest rurator 
Tnveled 10: Clenbo.... Museum. 
UlgiT)'. unad.4: Everson 
~1us~um or A.rt, Syracuse, NY 
DAMAGED GOODS: DESIRE AND 
THE ECONOMY OF THE OBJECT 
}lU'olll·AI.I.@'\'J110 
Org.nized by 8ri"" Wall" 
A DISTANCED VIE\1:: ONE 
ASPECT OF RECENT ART FROM 
BELGIUM, FRANCE, GERMANY 
AND HOLLAND 
St:p~rn.bcr 16· NO~mMrJO 
Organized by lynn Gumpert 
HANS HAACKE: UNFINISHED 
BUSINESS 
Dt.amho 12. 1986 - February '5, 1987 
Organized by Brian Willis 
Tra"'eJed to: Mcrluei Art Gallery, 
Sask.ltchewan. Canada; La JoUa 
Museum ofContemporary An. La 
Jolla, CA: and Lowe Art 'Museum, 
Co,,1 G.bles, FL 
ONVI(W 
FtbrUQry I . March)o 
WO"KSI'''CE 
NEW FOUNDATION FOR THE 
ARTS VIDEO FELLOWS 1985 
Richud 8\oes. Mui Cohen. Dee 
Dee H.llecl<. K>thryn High. Jill 
Kroesen, Shigdc:o Kubota. Micmel 
'Marton, Tony Oursler. Marth..a 
RosIer. Tomlyo Sua\ci. Matthe-w 
SchI.nger 
April u· jJUK. 11 
HEW WO"K GALU"T 
CONNIE HATCH, JESSICA 
DIAMOND. GROUP MATERIAL: 
DOUG ASHFORD, TIM 
ROLLINS, JULIE AULT, MUNDY 
MCLAUGHLIN 
THE TQMB OF THE UNKNOWN 
WHORE, CPLY 
jU"t]1 . Awgwt 10 
WOR:KSI'''Cf 
PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE 
Phologr.iilphs by Daniel Faust. 
Amanda Me.ms, Andres Serrano. 
Susan Unlerberg. Came Mae 
Weems 
THE LO'IY 
SETS FROM CINDERELLA, 
ERICKA BECKMAN 
HEW WORK GALLERY 
THREE PHOTOGRAPHERS: THE 
BODY, DORIT CYPIS. MONIQUE 
SAFFORD, loRNA SIMPSON 
WORKSI'ACE 
HOMO VIDEO: WHERE WE 
ARE Now; 
Peter Adau and Robert EpsleLn, 
Jerri Allyn. Lyn 8Iumenth.al. Gregg 
Bordowiu. Rich.,d Fung. John 
Gass. John Gu~yson. Herame'<iJa, 
Stuart Marshall, David Meneran. 
Rid ·X". Joyan Saunders. Suz.anne 
Silver 
PAT STEIR SELF-PORTRAIT: 
AN INSTALLATION 
Fd",,,,,y 17 . April u 
Organized by Marcia Tuclt::er 
ONE NIGHT ONLY: 
PERFORMANCE 
Mard110 
FAKE 
May 8· July u 
OTJl.nlZed by Willi.m Ol.ndeI 
BRUCE NAUMAN DRAWINGS: 
1965-19 86 
xpu!'f1ht:r II - Novcm.bc:r 8 
Traveling ahibirion organized by 
Diner Koepplin and Coosje van 
Bruggen for the B..el 
KWlstmuseum; coordmated by 
Mu~Tuclt::er 
ANA MENDIETA: 
A REnl.OSPEcnVE 
Novcmhc 20. 1987' ja","'l')' 2f. 1988 
Orgamzed. by Petra B.meras del 
Rio and John Perreault. guest can­
tors: coordmated by Lynn Gumpert 
and lUren fiss 
AMERICAN DINING: A 
WORKING WOMAN'S MOMENT 
BY JERRI ALLYN 
Novcmhc 10. 1987 -ja"~ry 9. '988 
Inst~lb.tion at Gefe-ns Dairy 
Resuur.t.Dt 
Perforrn~ce at the Museum 
ja"WDry 11. 1988 
Orgamzed by William Olander 
ONVI(W 
F<b.....'Y 17 - April u 
HEW WORK GALLlay 
READING ART, WILLIAM 
ANASTASI. SU-CHEN HUNG, 
LARRY JOHNSON 
WORKSPACE 
ExIT, ULRIK SAMUELSON 
M..,.S· July 11 
NEW WORK GALURY AND 
WORKSPACf 
THE OTHER MAN: 
ALTERNATIVE 
REPRESENTATIONS OF 
MASCUUNlTI: 
NicholOls Africano. Ken Aptek..ar, 
John Copt...ns. Greg Drasler. 
Walton Ford. Mike Glier. ~ 
Gordon, Pier Marton, Tony 
Mendou 
StpiCrnbtr II • Now-mba 8
 
HEW WOR" GALLERY
 
BETTY GOODWIN: NE'" WORK 
Travelmg exhibirlon organilN by 
Yolande R.acine, Curator o( 
Contemporary Art. Mont:re..... 
Museum of Fine Arts. presented Ln 
conjunction with the 49th Paraliel 
GalIe'Y 
WORKSI'ACE 
THE NAVIGATOR'S 
ENCYLOPEDIA, INSTALLATION 
BY CHRISTIAAN BASTIAANS 
NEW WOR" GALLERY 
NEW PAINTINGS, CHARLES 
CLOUGH AND MIMI 
THOMPSON 
WORKSPACE 
SOCIAL STUDIES: RECENT 
WORK ON VIDEO AND FILM 
Andu Burke. Ayoh Chenzira. 
Sh.,on GreyUk. Todd H,ynes. 
Aron R.anen. Daniel Reeves. 
Caroline Sheldon, Rea Tajiri. 
Testing the Limits CoUective 
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ARTIST> PROIECfS 
Fu",,,,'l' ) • April ~ 
THE LIVING PAINTINGS. 
INSTALU.TION BY STEPHEN 
TAYLOR WOODROW 
Feb"",'l' ) . Lf 
CoordInated by Mum Tucker and 
K..aren Fiss 
MUSEUM NOTIONS. 
INSTALU.TION BY ART PART> 
(ARTIST DAINA SHOBRYS) 
Feb"",'l' ) . April 2.j 
Coordinated by Lynn Gumpen 
ONE PLUS OR MINUS ONE. 
INSTALU.TION BY MAY 
STEVENS 
Feb"",'l' '9 -April ) 
Coordmated by Willia.m Obnder 
)ONATI-lAN ApPLES" 
COMPANY: A DANCE 
PERFORMANCE 
MarckS 
~---._--------;I, 
MioAU1, Rutt... Sons: rltf~. Dypuque. 1981. Mort.ul Rot:tz:.I" rhe Realm afttllt Pos:sd*. 
NITELIFE. THREE EVENINGS MARKUS RAETZ: IN THE 
OF NEW AND EXPERIMENTAL REALM OF THE POSSIBLE 
PERFORMANCE May I) . JWy 10 
April 7 - 9 Organized by Mard. Tucker 
Coordina.te<!. by WiJli.m Ol.il.nder. 
uura TriPPI. and RusseU 
Ftrguson 
SURVIVAL RESEARCH 
LABORATORIES 
May '7 
Perfonnance Co-sponsored by 
Creative Time. The Kitchen .•md 
The New MUS{"Uffi 
Held OIl Shea $udlum Puking Lot 
IMPRESARIO: 
MALCOLM MCLAREN AND THE 
BRITISH NEW WAVI 
Se~r 16 . Novc:rnou 20 
Org.nized by 
P.ul T.ylor. 
guest curator. 
and coordinated 
byWilli.am
 
Ol>nder
 
CHRISTIAN BOLTANSKJ:
 
LESSONS OF DARKNESS 
Dc.umbc.r 9- 1988 . Ftbru.ary 12. 1989 
Organized by Lynn Gumpert and 
Mary JOine Jacob. guest curator; co­
organized. by The New Museum 
and the Muse-urn ofConlempor2ry 
An. Los Angeles 
ON VIEW 
Fu",,,,'l' J . April ) 
WOItKS,.ACE 
REQUIEM. VIDEO 
INSTALu.nON BY WOLFGANG 
STAEHLE 
NEW WOAK GALLERY 
SELECTIONS FROM THE 
SEMI-PERMANENT COLLEcnO~ 
Scpumhcr ,6-Nowmber 20 
NEW WORK CiALLU,Y 
GIRLS NIGHT OUT. 
(FEMININITY AS MASQUERADE) 
Meg Cranston, Marilyn Minter. 
Rona Pondick, Tina Potter, Aimee 
Rankin. Alison Saar. and Susan 
Su.s 
WORKS .....CE 
fNSTALLHION BY FEUX 
GONZALES-TORRES 
ROBERT COLESCOIT: 
A RETROSPEcnvE 
f<b"",'l' 2.j - April ,6 
Traveling exhibltion org.nized. by 
John Olbranz for the San lose 
Musturn of Art 
UCCELU. THE DRUGS 
OF LOVE: A PERFORMANCE BY 
ROMAN PASKA 
May 9 and 10 
O'gm-ized by Lauro Trippi 
NANCY SPERO: 
WORKS SINCE 1950 
May '9 -July 9 
Tr.iloveling exhibition orgmiz~ by 
Dominique Nm.s for the Everson 
Musewn of An. Syncuse. NY 
IWTERIM BY MARY KEu.y 
F<b"",'l' .6 - ApriJ 8 
lniti>ted by William Ol=der; 
coorduuted by G"l' Sangs"'r 
Traveled to: Vancouver An Gallery; 
Power Plant. Toronto; M41eXe.nqie 
An Giller)'. Regin•. un.do: Spin. 
SqlUre Center for the Arts. 
Gurlane. NC 
THE ApPEARANCE OF SOUND the NY Commission on Hunu.n 
Dcambu 8, 1989 - FCDt"U4')' ~. '990 Rights, AIDS Discrimination Unit, 
Org.mzed b)' The 'ohn .nd M.ble urol Leigh (.k> S=lo' H..-lot). 
Ringlmg Musewn of An. Maria Maggenti. Pr.aibha PalTTW". 
S=sou. FL S;rn Fr.ncisco A.IDS Foundation 
Robert Colltscon.. Gt-oryt WC$hIIlfl:OI1 Cal"'l'er ~~~ "arr from 0l'I 
Am~riconHrnoryTea'tbooo\..lm.ItobHt~A~. 
THE DECADE SHOW: SPENT: CURRENCY, SECURm.
 
FRAMEWORKS OF IDENTITY AND ART ON DEPOSIT
 
IN THE 1980s eJaobcr I, J990' Marek I, '99'
 
MQ}' 11 - Augwt '9
 At the SoHo branch of Marine 
Organized by the Museum of Midl.nd B>nk 
Contemporary Hispanic Art. The Org.nized by Luis De Jesus 
New Museum of Contemporary 
Moy '9 -July 9 
NEW wa.. .,; GALLU;Y 
GUlLu.UME BilL insuU.tion 
WORKSPACE 
GREENHAM{COMMON GROUNlX 
AN INSTALu.T10N BY 
MARGARET HARRISON 
[)a.cmw S. /989" FtbrwH)'~. 1990 
NEW WORK CiALLEJIlYrwORKS .....C£ 
EAT MEfDRINK ME{LoVE ME. 
MARTHA FLEMING AND LYNE 
LAPOINTE 
MAIN GALLERY 
SATEWTE CULTURES 
Org~nized by guest curalor Sally 
Cowcaud. Artsp41ce Visu~1 Arts 
Centre, Sydne')', Aus~ 
STRANGE AITRACTORS: 
SIGNS OF CHAOS 
Septembc.r 4 . N(M.mb" 16 
Organized b)' Laura Trippi 
Str.mge Attractions. An Evening or 
Ch.oric Perform~n(e 
No"""bc' 6. '989 
DAY WITHOUT ART 
D<amba, 
ANNETTE LEMIEUX: 
ONVIIEW 
FdJTl.I4')' Z<f . May 5 
NfW WORK C;ALLt:"Y 
UNTIL THAT LAST BREATI-l: 
WOMEN WITH AIDS 
Featunng Ann Meredith 
WORKSPACE 
OVERLOOKED!UNDERPU.YID: 
VIDEOS ON WOMEN AND AIDS 
Jean Carlomusto and AJexanoo 
Juhasz. Amber Hollib.ugh with 
.• I 
Art. and The Studio Museum in 
Harlem 
The Deade Show Perfonnance 
Series at Da.nce Theater Workshop 
.and The Studio Museum 
J""" 
FROM RECEIVER TO REMOTE 
CONTROL: THE TV SET 
~U~J4·N~mbrr16 
Organized by M.tthew ~U~r, 
guesl cur. tor, coordinated by Alice 
Y.ng 
CADENCES: ICON AND 
ABSTRAcnON IN CONTEXT 
Fdmu>'l' ,6 -April 7 
Org.nized by G"l' Sangster 
AFRICA EXPLORES: 
20TH CENTURY AFRICAN ART 
May I I • Augwt 13 
Tr.iilvehng exhibition organized by 
S1JS,iln Vogel of The Center for 
Afria.n An 
ON VIEW 
Feb"",'l' ,6 -April 7 
N£W wOAK GALLERY 
LATE 20TH CENTURY STIU 
UFES. MANUEL PARDO 
WORKSPACE 
AND 22 MILUO~ VERY TIRED 
AND VERY ANGRY PEOPLE. 
CARRIE MAE WEEMS 
NEW wo"t( GALLERY 
ECUPSE OF THE EARTH: 
KAzuo KATASE 
WORKSPACE 
EMBODYING FAITH: 
Ouistine Div1S. Chrislopher 
Doylc. Christi~ Emmanuel. Angel 
Sw.rez·R~do. and Ion Tower 
DAY WITHOUT ART 
D<ambc, 
RHETORICAL IMAGE 
Dtambcr 9. 1990 . Fcbru.ary J. 1991 
Organized by Milena Kahnovsb. 
guest cuntor 
ON ¥lEW 
Ft-b"",'l' ,6 - ApriJ 8 
NEW WORt( C.LL(RY AND 
WORKSPACE 
WORKS BY JANA STERBAX 
Appendix B:
 
Selected Promotional and Press Materials
 
from Major Exhibitions of
 
The New Museum
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September IJ through December 29, 1991 
As the mechanisms for responding to death have 
become increasingly sanitized and impersonal in the 
twentieth century, our society has become unable to 
acknowledge or cope directly with the prospect of 
human mortality. At the same time. scientific develop­
ments have blurred the distinction between life and 
death. calling our established values into question. 
THE INTERRUPTED LIFE considers these and other 
social, political, and aesthetic issues which surround 
the theme of death in the Westem world. 
Organized by Senior Curator France Morin, 
THE INTERRUPTED LIFE brings together installations, 
photography, sculpture. painting. video, and film by 42 
artists. Framed by both contemporary and historical 
documentation and a small selection of cultural 
artifacts, including nineteenth-century postmortem 
photographs which served as romanticized memorials 
of the deceased, THE INTERRUPTED LIFE explores 
how the significance of death is translated into 
different contemporary practices. 
A wide range of issues related to death­
ranging from suicide, disease, torture, war, and 
terrorism to myths, rituals. religion. and the media's 
depiction of death-will be addressed through a 
number of projects realized specially for the exhibi­
tion by such artists as Genevieve Cadieux, Larry Clari<. 
Eugenio Dittbom. Ronald Jones. Donald Moffett. and 
Kiki Smith. The collaborative team of Hilton Als and 
Darry! Tumer will create an installation in the 
Museum's Window on Broadway about friendship 
and AIDS. A project by John Lekay. examining the 
technology of cryonic suspension. will include an 
actual cryonic tank. used to "freeze" and thus 
preserve bodies for future improvements in medical 
treatment. Amalia Mesa-Bains will construct an 
THE INTER
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RUPTED IFE
 
installation that draws fnom the Chicano tradition of
 
altars for the dead. Visitors will be asked to contribute 
to a "living altar" created in collaboration with 
Mesa-Bains. THE INTERRUPTED LIFE will also feature 
the New York premiere of Peter Greenaway's film 
Death in the Seine. Other artists in the exhibition 
are Gwen Akin & Allan Ludwig, Antonin Artaud. josef 
Beuys, Nayland Blake, Christian Boltanski, Victor 
Bouillon. Sophie Calle. Mary Carlson, Sarah 
Charlesworth, Hans Danuser, Jimmy DeSana. Orshi 
Dnozdil<, Marlene Dumas. Jimmie Durham, Laura 
Fields. Adam Fuss, Mona Hatoum, Tadeusz Kantor, . 
Bruce Nauman, Elaine Reichel<, Bastienne Schmidt, 
jeffrey Silverthorne. Cam Slocum. jolie Stahl, Mladen 
Stilin9vic, James Van Der Zee, Andy Warhol, Brian 
Wei!. Frederick Wiseman, and David Wojnarowicz. 
A book will be published to accompany the 
exhbition featuring an intnoduction by France Morin, 
seven essays, a section of artist's projects, and 
interviews on the subject of death with, among 
othe~, a doctor. a Holocaust survivor, a bioethicist 
morticians, and advocates of cryonic suspension. 
~. An anray of educational projects will be 
presented as part of the exhibition. Please see the 
calendar for descriptions of all the programs. 
Seve<aI Pr<Jject:s in Tl-lE INTERRUPTED UFE ~ pn=nted as 
part of Th<o New Museum', On V"", Program. wnlch ~ "oded ,n part by tIl<o 
~ FoundaMn. Th<o Gre=woIl Found'non. and m.. National Endov.ment 
lOr m.. Am. Th<o _ibIlJon has also been I\xlded by Th<o I"""""tiona! CuInJnJ 
ReIatiooslExt=\al Aff",rs and International Trade Canada; the Canadialn C0n­
sulate General in New i'Ofic (AFA) Association Fran<;aise d'Action Artistique. 
Minist~ d~s affatres etr.ln~res: and the Yugos£av P~ and Cuhural. Cent.er. 
Special assistance has been proVided by GaJerie de france. fna Dietl of Radix 
Group International. GaJene Paul Andnesse. and jad<.. Tilton Gallery. 
Left: Gwen Akin and Allan Ludwig, Sliced Face in a jar, Na. 
and Sliced Face in a jar, No.2, 1985. Platinum paladium prints. 
Each 1I" x 14". Photos Courtesy of the artists. 
The Village Voice October 15, 1991 
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Death Wanned Over
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By Peter Schjeldahl 
"The Int.""pled life" 
The N~ Mvseum at 
eon, empOf'M'y Art 
583 Broec!w"l' 
Thmugt1 Deoembef 29 
Upotal1l _.ntty I ""foyed the 
autumn foliage-thai pcnshins 
~ory-Ind w... riveled espe<:illly 
by I lovely. hoanbreakins littl. 
bick of DJNfe .,-ith cenain trees 
whose loaves turn pal. )'tUow. 
Seen from afar ",h.n an exact mi. 
of yeUow and late.summer sullen 
pttn is reached, Ih. 'reel Ire 
ringen for lren in springtime. 
mimidins th. tender light I""'" 
of ~y. So in the mom.n' before 
its extinction the landscape 
1Iash.. an illusion of· new Iif.. 
_bic.h you could ~y either mocks 
bope or holds out .. consolins 
promise. or both. if you want to 
indulge '" the plth.tic flIlICY, 
lJld why not? I am for an",ins 
meUphors wh......er posslbl•. be­
tJuS,( one cannot live Wlthout 
metaphors. 
The New Museum's much-<1i.. 
cussed "doath sho..·• bqin, ";lh 
I ""'ri. by Donald Moll.tt that 
cfficlcnlly combine-! metaphor 
and moral exhortation. Insulled 
in I.hc mu.srom's lobby, It com­
prisco 100 identical small. round 
li&bt·bo.es, oach banns I lOr· 
leous photosrlph of a fl ..hy 
white ~ overlaid wilh the print­
ed "Ord WERCY. The ro~ IS • met­
Iphor of life's swet'tnnl and fn· 
.ilily. life's deservingness and 
need of fhe speCial consIder. 
lhon-de(eren~ of powe-r 10 th~ 
poWerleB-lhat IS mercy. The 
re~Utlon of the word all over the 
wall eVokM the harmOnized shouf 
of a g",pel choir Addressed '0 lh. 
AlDS ClIl5troph. (each ligh'·bo.. 
we are told, represents 1000 
deaths). Mollett's pIC"'" sugges,ed 
to me That after all th~ horrible 
yan ~ may be developin& a 
public rhetoric of moumin£ that 
consol~ even as it confronts. re­
lentle.. los<. 
Then 1 5.lW the rest of the show 
and chanKed my mind. This is a 
gh.lstly show. on purpose but with 
a purpose deeply addled. It is 
masochIStically numbing--dead­
eninK. 10 fact. I came out of it 
with my sensibllilin Ihoroughly 
on the fritl., nccpl for a rebellious 
urg.t 10 hilanty. What can you s,ay 
about the tone of a lurid exhibl· 
tion about death titled ~er so 
dainllly -The (nterrupted Life': 
Isn't that like callins somethinK 
about plane crashes -The Incon­
venienced Flisht Plan",? ThiS 
show and its overdMigntd ala· 
losue (wilh dense IheorehcaJ n­
!.iYS printed. to nicely funereal 
but hardly readable .ffect. on 
dart IfllY paperl manlg. to be 
allmwdy JtfOSS and fussy. Still, 
the organizen must be credl1ed 
WIth bravely raising I subject so 
important Ihat the ocaSlon for 
havins a 10 at it should not be 
Wl;Ued. 
Fnncc Morin, the curator in 
charge, starts from the unexcep­
tionable preml~ that WC1lem, 
and C1peclally North Amcncan. 
cul1ure IS fucked up in its dealinp 
W'Jth de2llh. She: procet'ds unWII~ 
unaJy to demonslr.lte why, lakin" 
all ;approach thai, lik.e Ihe cul­
ture'", is oblivio\l..l to our need for 
~mceable ntuals. avaIlinl meta­
phors.., and other common ways to 
avow whue allayinl our fears. In 
thi! soclC1y we die as we Ji~ (and 
as we make ant. pretty much 
alone. or in fragmentary oommu­
niti~ We Quite ~ns.ibly keep tile 
bru,e phenomenon of doath out of 
,ight and out of mind. becau.sc 
under the circumstances contem­
plation can hardly be otiler than a 
uselas ordeal. Morin seems to 
think. Ihat unflinching SCNtiny-a 
"Ions hard look .. death." in her 
words--is the solution. More like. 
ly it is an aspect of the problem. 
or would be if il were even 
poSlible. 
No one has seen de.ath. It is a 
concept. not I 'hing. You em look 
only at such evidence of it IS 
co,.,.es or y.llowed loav.... and if 
emotional cop,"S is your aim you 
probably had best stan ";'h tht 
leav.... or mlybe dead ,mall ani­
mals if you are really toush. Lik. 
many of the artists incauhow 
enough to submit their indiVldual 
elpresslons (0 the charnel specta· 
cle of -n. Interrupted Lif•." 
Monn ~oes straight to dead hu­
mans. often mutilated. and thus 
makes an excelleDt case for 
~lon. 
(I 'hought of a fri.nd ..ho hid 
to tell her little daugh'er that the 
hamster had died overnisht. 
"Wh.re is h."" Ih. &ir1 ..ked. 
"Well." s.aid my fnend. mind 
sWlmminl with metaphYSical c0­
nundrums, "hiS body IS in the 
case." Her dluKhter walled. 
" U'h~r~·J hu h~ad?!'1 
There are morgue phOIOS p­
lore. There IS an InlereslmJ,ly re­
.................. ......
 
pulsive. continuously projected 
film by Peler Greenaway. D~lh 
in tnt S~ln~. that uSC'S an erudite 
histonc:al pretext (monuary docu· 
menu from post-Revolutionary 
Pms) to justify innumerable aVid· 
Iy slow pans of naked aClors play­
ins doad And jaded aesthele> 
may savor I collection of mostly 
19th century ~ntimental phOI~ 
II'Iphs of dead children in doll­
Iik. poses. Good worn l7y Chm­
tiln Boltlnski. Andy Warhol. 
Bruce Nluman. and others don't 
nlnd I chatlce hCTe. thcir .5Ub11e. 
ties drownlnS in Ihe ambient 
Grand Guignol. Th. point of 11 
all. for anyone less inu~ than a 
coroner, can only be morbid 1ttil­
lallon: aC1lhetic ~n!.3tion laking 
over from feelinS in I last-ditch 
responsiven~s to horror. aOer 
..hich all the hllChes of the hoan 
shut down tighL 
How to keep the haM open in 
face of death? Other cultures 
know how. The)' do it with fMti­
VIIS-II..." It least !)Inly reli· 
IlOUs.. of COUrR. Withoul Qwsi. 
reliBious balancinl of felr and 
russurance. if only in a meta· 
phor's suspension of disbelief. 
think ins about doath It all may be 
a mislake. II will only make you 
fed bad (It mlY indin. you '0 
make o.h.,.. feel bad. too, on the 
misery-Ioves<ompany principle 
that possibly explains this show.) 
The fcstivaJ With whIch I am I bit 
familiar-the Mexlan. npecially 
Oaucan. o.y of the Dead-t.lls 
me what a succ.enfuJ cultural inle­
antlon of death can be lake: fun. 
ny, fn&htC'T11nl, and profound. 1I 
....orb by blumns dlstlnctlOns be­
tween (he livinll: and the dead. In 
55 
I! 
O...aoa on November I you Ie! 
that the doad are not ..actly doad 
You also get--l5 I didn't right 
away, havlns it sink in dismayins· 
Iy ..hen it ..... too lal. to withhold 
my emotiorW putici~tjoo-lh.at 
'he livlO~ are DO' ..actly alive. It's 
a trade-off: SOme of our tif. for 
th.m. some of their death for .... 
and laugh,er to sc:aI th~ barpin. 
Death is .mbarrusinl- It is rad­
icaJ di..."powermenl, you could 
say. Th. doad require mercy tllat 
mly include the mercy of humor 
to cover the awkwardness of their 
situation. in which we win join 
th.m soon enough. While alive, to 
rehearse beins doad-";th propri­
ety, with panache-stems I secret 
of d.lth festivals. of which our 
culture IS srotesQuely bereft. 
(Maybe the saddest thins .t the 
New Mus.eum IS a seaion of blank 
boou in which visitors ~ inYlI· 
cd to write their thou~ts on 
dellh. Whether oamest or flip. tht 
~vcn..l dOlen C'ntriC"S I rnd *t1"t 
uniform in all·AmeTlcan cnshiDI 
banality.) An milhl plnly and i.... 
'ermi't.ntly make &ood the IKk. 
bUI only wilh extrnne tact. To 
anesthetize fear with shoclt­
buildlnK up caJluSC'S on painful 
nerve ends--is a lactic properly 
len to hOrTOf movies. We Wl;nt 
wmethins cite from Irt. 
thinK thaI pubficty nou . 
Clle, deep roolS . lin~ 
The New York Times 
Friday, September 13, 1991 
P CI8 
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l'ne Faces ofDeath: 
A Multi-Media Meditation 
By ROBERTA SMITH 
Death is one of art's great underly­
Ing themes. But m recent years, it has 
come to the surface with partIcular 
frequency; ltS daunting profile proba· 
bly looms larger than it has "at any 
other point since the postwar era, 
when existentialism seemed the only 
logICal reponse to a Europe that lay in 
~ums. 
ThIs is understandable. On one 
hand, the re-emergence of the figure, 
first In painting m the early 1980's, 
lhen In sculpture and installation an, 
has opened the floodgate to such 
overtly grand subjects as history, 
sexuality, the body and memory, as 
well as death. On the other hand, the 
hard facts of contemporary existence 
- from political strire. economic in­
stability and urban VIOlence to the 
AIDS epidemiC - often seem more 
Intractable than ever before. They 
have turned art1sts working in all 
styles, not JU5l fIgUrative ones, to­
ward darker subjects. 
Against thiS backdrop, the 'New 
Museum of Contemporary Art in 
SoHo has moumed "The Interrupted 
Life,"·a multi·media rumination on 
"Parium," by Genevieve Cadieux 
death that alternates between the 
profound and the superficial. the 
multi-cultural and the fashionably 
slick, thanks. in part, to an exhibition 
design by MaSSimo Vignelli. With 
dark gray walls and a preponderance 
of photographs of the dead creating a 
nearly sepulchral mood, this show 
can make you confront your own 
mortality at certam points; at others, 
it can leave you feelmg emotionally 
manipulated and a bit numb. Death 
brings out some artists' strengths; 
for others. it is simply a monumental 
facade to hide behind. 
• 
The show has been organized by 
France Morin. the museum's chief 
curator, and It has some nice curato­
rial touches. For example, it robustly 
mixes Its various media, which in­
clude photography, sculpture, video 
and installation, rather than ghello­
izing videotapes in a separate area. 
This creates 8 sometimes infernal 
amount of noise when contemplative 
silence would be more welcome; but it 
also gives every kind of art a piece of 
center stage. 
More important, In true New Muse­
um style, the show eVinces a particu­
larly effective juxtapositioning of the 
lillIe known with the famous among 
its 40 artists. It includes an impres­
sive new installation bv the well· 
known French ConcepuiallSt Chns­
tian Boltanski, whose recent efforts 
have seemed to be in a bit of a holding 
pallern. A long narrow space lIned on 
two sides all the way to the museum's 
high ceilings, with shelves of neatly 
folded children's clothes, this work 
creates a much-needed pool of silence 
in the show and suggests an enor­
mous closet Where one might grieve 
among the belongings of the dead. 
Present, too, are the requisite works 
by the cool-handed Andy Warhol, 
whose frequent evocations of death 
were based, like most of his an, on 
newspaper photographs' Here he is 
represented by a small electric chaIr 
painting and a four-image treatment 
of the widowed Jacqueline Kennedy. 
But there IS also a moving pholC 
collage by a Chilean artist named 
Eugenio Dillmore, who has shown 
very little in this country, and an 
installation by Mona Hatoum, a Lon· 
don·based arust who has made. out of 
heatmg elements, a kind of electric 
chaIr whose red lmes !>uggest a circu­
lato!')' system pulsating In the dark. 
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And bevond the unknown thrre is the 
unexpected. Among the inclusions 
that take the show beyond the stnct 
confines of the art world are two 
drawings by the French writer. An­
tonin Artaud: a batch of photographs 
of open caskets by the chronicler of 
Harlem, James van der Zee, and four 
vltrines of 19th-century post-mortem 
photographs of children and babies. 
• 
In this manner, the exhibition high­
lights not just art about death, or 
works like Genevieve Cadieux's enor­
mous photographs of partly closed 
eyes that mayor may not be about 
death. It also seeks to emphasize 
some of the social rituals, attitudes 
and scientific practices that accom­
pany death. In fact, the more "The 
Interrupted Life" moves away from 
the artistic and toward the documen­
tary, the stronger it becomes. 
As with the 19th-<:entury post-mor­
tem photographs, some of the most 
revealing moments are found In pho­
tographs that trace the journey of the 
body after death, images whose quali­
ty as art is almost beside the point. 
Jeffrey Silverthorne's "Morgue 
Works, the Woman Who Died In Her 
Sleep:' from 19i2-74, shows a beauti­
ful young woman whose lifelike pose 
IS belied by her crudely stitched au­
topsy inCision. Yet thiS Y-shaped line, 
crossmg her breasts and traveling 
down her torso, also suggests a kind 
of low-<:ut dress. Similarly breathtak­
ing in ways that have nothing to do 
with art are images by Hans Danuser 
and Bastienne Schmidt, which show 
the second life the dead can have as 
medical cadavers. Meanwhile, Jolie 
Stahl's straightforward photographs 
record prisoners of New York City 
jails at work for 50 cents an hour, 
burying wood coffins in the city's 
potter's field. 
• 
In several instances, however, art­
ists seem to simply exploit the maca­
bre and freakish, turning death mto a 
handy readymade. Among the worst 
offenders in this regard are Orshi 
Drozdik and the team of Gwen Akm 
and Allan Ludwig, whose large, 
gloomy photographs feature, respec­
tively, a child's head and a sllced-<lff 
face in big jars of Formaldehyde. 
These images also underscore that 
perhaps a bit too much of the work in 
this show centers on the alreaay 
dead. The inclusion that especially 
counters this imbalance is Frederick 
Wiseman's 1989 film "Near Death," 
which is being screened continually 
on a la rge-screen television nea r the 
show's center. A documentary about 
the'intenslve-care unit at Beth Israel 
Hospital in Boston, It. relentlessly 
gropes through the complex thicket of 
decisions, procedures and emotions 
that confront patients and their doc­
tors, nurses and' family members as 
death approaches. In this work. death 
,tself, alterTlately terrifying and mun­
dane welcome and heartbreaking, is mo~ real than at any other point in 
this exhibition 
• 
"The Inlerrupled Life" remains at 
the New Museum Of Contemporary 
Art, 583 Broadway, near Prince 
Screet, through Dec. 29. 
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583 Broadway
 
New York, NY 10012
 
212-219-1222
 
Contact: Robert Blanchon, Public AHairs Assistant 
2121219·1222 FAX: 2121431·5328 
ALFREDO JAAR'S FIRST MAJOR NEW YORK MUSEUM SHOW TO OPEN AT THE NEW MUSEUM 
1+ 1+ 1: Works by Mredo Jaar, opening at The New Museum of Contemporary Art, New York on 
January 15, 1992 and remaining on view through April 19, will present new works by this Chilean-bom, 
New York-based artist, whose sculptural installations examine the ineX1ricable links that tie the so-called 
"First World" to the "Third World." 1+1+1, the first major New York museum exhibition of Jaar's work, is a 
special presentation and the last stop of a traveling exhibition circulated by the San Diego Museum of 
Contemporary Art. 
1+1+1 is comprised of works from three major series by the artist, each focusing on a different 
region of the globe. In the first, Jaar addresses the struggles experienced in latin America, particularly as 
manifest in the 1980s gold rush at Brazil's largest open-pit gold mine, Serra Pelada. Images of 
impoverished miners and their harsh working conditions are transformed into a stark metaphor for 
disenfranchisement and power. In the neX1 and most recent series, Jaar tums to Asia, examining the 
situation of Vietnamese refugees in Hong Kong, whose lives are enmeshed in the turbulent history of 
Southeast Asia. More broadly, Jaar raises troubling questions about immigration and the entrenchment of 
national borders in today's global context. The exhibition includes, as well, a work from the artist's series 
on Africa. Investigating the impact of mu"inational capitalism on less developed countries, Jaar comments 
on the effects of dependency and domination. 
Working primarily in the format of large-scale light box installations, Jaar culls his images from 
literally thousands of photographs and videotapes, most taken by the artist himse~ during research trips. 
The photographic portraits incorporated in his work focus on individuals whose lives are trapped in the 
social, political, and economic oppressions established by a colonialist legacy. Yet, through the use of 
mirrors, reflective pools of water, and unusual framing devices, Jaar's installations refuse to posit closure or 
conclusiveness. In his work Untitled (Water), for example, twenty-five small mirrors are hung in alignment 
with five double-sided light boxes. As the viewer approaches and moves through space, portraits of 
Vietnamese refugees on the ba~k of the light boxes are partially glimpsed through reflection. By engaging 
the viewer physically and conceptually, Jaar's dramatic installations seek to undermine our preconditioned 
ways of looking at images and call attention to the bias of apartial view. 
Looking to Latin America, Africa, and Asia, Jaar presents avision of the global system as a fragile 
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network of interdependent parts--thus 1+1+1--subject always to the clash of competing forces. The 
exhibition at The New Museum utilizes the spatial configuration of the site to examine global power 
struggles, as well as the relationship between artist, viewer, and the museum itseM. 1+1+1 will introduce a 
number of new works produced by the artist in 1991. 
In conjunction with the exhibition, The New Museum will present 'Global Histories and 
Contemporary Legacies: ahigh school teachers' seminar offering interdisciplinary approaches to 
contemporary global history. The seminar will include discussions with historians, artists, and community 
activists, as well as video screenings, viewings of contemporary art, and distribution of classroom 
resources. The seminar is organized by artist/educator Simon Leung in collaboration with Elyse Rivin, 
artist and English-as-a-Second Language teacher at Intemational High School at Laguardia Community 
College. Guest speakers include artist Mredo Jaar; Avon Drake, Director of African-American Studies and 
Professor of Political Science at Virginia Commonwea~h University; Ward L. Kaiser, former execU1ive 
director of Friendship Press and author of'ANew View of the World," a handbook to the Peters Projection 
Map; Nkiru Nzegwu, Professor of Philosophy and Art History, SUNY Binghamton; and others. Scheduled 
for three consecutive Saturdays, March 7, 14, and 21, with a one-time registration fee of $25, 'Global 
Histories and Contemporary Legacies' is open to high school teachers of social studies, art, 
communications, media and other related subjects. To register, please call the Education Department at 
2121219-1222. 
1+1+1: Works by Alfredo Jaar was organized by The New Museum of Contemporary Art as a 
special part of the touring exhibition Alfredo Jaar, organized by the San Diego Museum of Contemporary 
Art. The New Museum's project is made possible by the New York State Council on the Arts with additional 
assistance provided by the Friendship Press, National Council of Churches, New York. The touring 
exhibition Alfredo Jaar was made possible by the generous support of Colette Carson Royston and Dr. Ivor 
Royston, the Lannan Foundation, the Metropolitan Life Foundation, and a grant from the National 
Endowment for the Arts, a federal agency. 
The New Museum of Contemporary Art is located at 583 Broadway between Prince and Houston 
Streets in Soho. Hours are Wednesday, Thursday, and Sunday, noon to 6 PM; Friday and Saturday, noon 
to 8 PM; closed on Monday and Tuesday. Admission is by suggested contribution: $3.50 general; $2.50 
artists, students, and seniors; members and children under 12, free. 
Recorded information .on events and programs may be obtained by calling 2121219·1355. 
·30 ­
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I hope that these alternate histories,!IO many of which 
allow us to acknowledge the many communities and 
individuals who have contributed not only to New 
York's hislOry but to America's, will not be lost again 
after the signs come down. 
Ken Day 
----------'­
The Art Mall: A Social Space 
The New Museum of Contemporary Art 
New York, New York 
May 16-June 28 
"lne Art Mall," a .haggy-dog collection of 
inttractive or ~rform:ltivework by over forty artisn, 
recogniud the similarity betWeen museum and shop­
ping mall, and anempted to critique both. In the end, 
the enjoyable show had much more to uy about the 
museum than about the mall. 
In fact, the lOurce of the show'. pleasures was 
the very thing that almost insured that it could not 
tackle the monumentalstrangeneu of the conttmpo­
rary mall. That thing was money, or rather, the lack 
of it, as the mu.""um, in a creative response to funding 
CUIS, offered space 10 ..,Iecttd artists who were willing 
to work wilhout a budget. This brought unknown 
artists into the museum, and, with them, a direct~, 
personal scale, and level of viewer contact (in lOme 
cases, quitt littral contact) that was perhaps more 
subversive than intended. Coming after a half-4,cade 
in which the exhibition systtm has promoted gran­
diosity in even the most oppositional art, a gesture 
toward modesty in this setting makes one pause 10 
consider Reaganomics as a founlain of critical as well 
as financial bubbles. 
The individual pieces witl,in the Arl Mall were 
quire uneven. But,according to exhibition coordinator 
Brian Hannon, one of illl goals was to examine "the 
ways that people interact wilhin communilies." 
Communities being entirely uneven, this may be one 
ofthe reasons that the show had a scratchy authority, 
as a bazaar if not as the glassiness visible in Vicki 
Alexander's photos of an actual mall. However, bUI 
one glance away from them to the rest of the show 
confirmed thaI we were in somelhing much more akin 
to Claes Oldenberg's classic low-budget Happening, 
Store. 
Accordingly, the most interesting pieces in this 
artifact of the New Poverty returned to pcrformative 
strategies developed partly in the conttxt of the Old 
Poverty by artists of Ihe early sixties. David Wells, 
quietly translating Brecht poems (a set never beCore 
translated into English) at his desk, provided a nice 
return toward the privattdisciplinesof Allan Kaprow'. 
performances_ (Of course, KaplOW would no longer 
place himself on view, his own ongoing program 
having taken this once well-known and influenrial 
figure far away from the glance of the art world.) 
Doug Ailken's Half Pipe, peopled with crashing, 
ttenaged skateboarders, was pure Happening, as was 
the booth in which Kwok of the Epoxy Collective 
noisily made and sold o,inesecalligraphs ofcultomer's 
names. 
Most interesting, becau"" of in emotional 
subtext, was Tamas Banovich'. Comfort 514/;0.. , in 
which theartist wordlessly and quite carefully washed 
the fect of anyone who dated to sit in one of his tfuee 
chairs. This was a classic example of Eastern Euro­
pean body performance, bringing to mind the work of 
Ulay and Abrarnovic, with its subtly subversive insis­
tence on intimacy between the body of the artist and 
the body of the viewer. 
Notable among the non-performative .hops in 
The Art Mall was Ken Gonula-Day'. way-faux 
Pueblo Tradi ..g PoJl, which presented the interplay of 
ethnicity, autobiography and authenlicity with a re­
laxed grace echoing coordinator Hannon'. wrilten 
de<ire U to undermin~ rhe tension among a museum's 
lC,n Gonuler-O..,. rrerln, P"" 
lphoto: W,yn, Rottmln). 
spaces_- Gon.ulez-Da(. juxtaposition of casual ""If 
and family portraits with anthropologislll' descrip­
tions of Pueblo culture and physiognomy (the ttxt 
describes the ancient Pueblos' "shovel-shaped incisor 
teeth, ~ and there is the artist, pulling back his cheek 
to .how off a spade of a tooth) seems to be saying 
"Yes, well, this is us: in a way that is assertive but 
without hype. 
AI!lO notable, in hindsight, was U Pat1l4J, O ..e­
Stop Photo Boo/h, by Didier Canaux and Adam 
Cvijanovic, in which customen left Polaroids of 
them<elve. and took away Polaroids of CUSlOtnrU 
already gone. This modest, indirect intimacy stays in 
the mind for a curiously long time, a. the picture 
remains in the drawer, raising questions-"Whose is 
thisl Who has my picture nowr Museums, whose 
authority rests in their ability to maintain the work 
above or at a distance from the viewer, seldom 
engender this kind of contaC1. 
Neill Bogan 
____-----' --l 
Africa Explores:
 
Twentieth Century African Art
 
Mint Museum of Art 
Charlotte, North Carolina 
August 8 - October 11 
New Currents. Ancient Rivers: 
African Artists In a Generation 
of Change 
Jean Kennedy 
Smithsonian Institution Press 
In My Father's House: Africa In 
the Philosophy of Culture 
Kwame Anthony Appiah 
Oxford University Press 
As Thomas McEvilley has recently observed, 
one of the consequential facrs regarding the emerging 
isme of "globalism" in art is that the two critical 
exhibitions of the '80s, M'Primitivism' in 20th Century 
An" and "Magiciensde I. Terre~ were staged in New 
York and Paris respectively, and did nol travd. 
"Africa Explores~ is the first of the globali.. 
.hows to carry irs message beyond the traditional 
centers of hegemony_ (It arrived at the Mint Museum 
after two years of ~ng toured by Ihe Cenler for 
African Arl.) h'. also the first lhow to cut aero" the 
boundaries of high art and low art in contemporary 
Africa, in recognition of the multiple functionl of 
artworks in postcolonial African societies_ 
Appendix c: 
Selected Educational Materials 
from The New Museum 
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583 Broadway
 
New York. NY 10012
 
212·219·1222
 
A Fantasy Encounter With Dying
 
Saturdays, september 14, October 26, December 7,2:00 p.m.
 
sessions are conducted by Reverend Myron Ebersole in the Museum's library.
 
Tickets: $5 members/$7 general
 
Please note: No latecomers will be admitted.
 
To probe the personal meanings of The Interrupted Life exhibition, viewers are
 
Invited to participate In a fantasy Journey toward death. The fantasy Is conducted
 
through an Imaginative and meditative encounter with the last few months of
 
one's own life following the discovery of a terminal illness, an experience known
 
to many through family members and friends. The fantasy encounter Is
 
conducted by Reverend Myron Ebersole, who works with people who are
 
terminally ill. Reverend Ebersole will facilitate the discussion and answer
 
questions following the fantasy.
 
The Reverend Myron Ebersole is Chaplain and Director of Pastoral services at the
 
University Hospital of the Milton S. Hershey Medical Center, site of the college of
 
Medicine for Penn State University. This fantasy was developed from experience
 
using a similar exercise designed by the Reverend Rowland Schaedig, Chaplain,
 
Bethel Deaconess Hospital, Detroit, Michigan and printed originally in the Bulletin
 
of the American Protestant Hospital Association, proceedings of the Annual
 
Convention, College of Chaplains, Anaheim, California, March 1979, Volume XLIII,
 
No. 2.
 
Tickets may be purchased by mail, at the Museum Admission Desk, or on the day
 
of the event if available. For more information, please call the Department of
 
Education at (212) 219-1222.
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TheNewMuseum 
() F CON T F M P 0 H ~ R Y ART 
pr9SQnts 
a two panel symposium Investigating notions 
and practices of cultural criticism 
Tuesday, March 3, 1992 
7:00 p.m. 
Critical Forums: The Organization 
of Oppositionality 
This panel addresses alternative journals, symposia, 
and exhibitions, as sites of resistance. 
Panelists Include: artist/Writer Judith Barry; artist/ 
organizer Papa Colo; critic David Deltcher; critic/ 
editor Isabelle Graw; critic/editor Brian Wallis; 
filmmaker/organizer Dan Walworth; and artist Fred 
Wilson. 
Tuesday, March 10, 1992 
7:00 p.m. 
Practices: The Problem of 
'Divisions of Cultural Labor 
This panel reconsiders the legitimacy of the traditional 
division between art making and art criticism through 
such emerging concerns as multiculturalism. 
fPanelists Include: activist/artist Gregg Bordowltz; 
artist/Writer Coco Fusco; artist Felix Gonzalez-Torres; 
artist Renee Green; artist Peter Halley; artist Silvia 
Kolbowskl; critic Calvin Reid; and critic/art historian 
Mary Anne Staniszewski. 
Organized by ACME Journal, both panel. wiD be moderatIId by ldlton Joshua Deeter and John MlDer, with Andrea Fraser,
 
IOd .... co-sponsorecf by The New Museum.
 
TIckets for uch event .. $7 genera11$5 members.
 
For rneMtionI, pIeue call212J21~1222.
 
The New Museum is located at 583 Broadway between Houston & Prince. 
Appendix D:
 
Selected Promotional and Press Materials
 
Related to the Mitchell Installation
 
in the Workspace Gallery of
 
The New Museum
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583 Broadway
 
New York, NY 10012
 
212-219-1222
 
Contact:	 Robert Sianchon, Public Affairs Assistant 
2121219·1222 FAX: 2121431-5328 
INSTALLATION EXAMINING SPIRITUALITY/SEXUALITY TO OPEN AT THE NEW MUSEUM 
My Spirit, an installation by Seattle-based artist Jeffry Mitchell, will be on view at The New 
Museum of Contemporary Art, New York from January 15 to April 19, 1992. This installation 
addresses the phenomenon of individual spirttuality and the origin of sexual desire through an 
examination of childhood innocence, gender development, material and social surroundings. and 
psychological identity. 
Using materials such as rubber, plaster, and latex, Mttchell questions the traditional 
materials of historical artworks dealing with spirttuality, such as marble and bronze. In so doing, 
My Spirit enables ttse~ to be viewed within a contemporary setting, therefore underscoring the 
ever-evolving qualtties of personal identity and sexuality. The use of familiar objects, such as 
cartoon figures and toy creatures, combined wtth food-like textured materials, such as plaster, 
inspires the viewer to consider the material world in which we live and the possibility of a world not 
so clearly visible. Additionally, this installation's employment of repetttive, decorative icons reads 
as kttsch in a profoundly comforting manner, unlike much of this century's crttique of domesticity. 
My Spirtt encapsulates the core of modem-day sexuality by collectively addressing death, food, 
kttsch, and spirttuality wtthout isolating any of these factors or drawing conclusions from them. 
Mv Spira is a project of The New Museum's On View Program, which is funded, in part, by 
the Jerome Foundation, The Greenwall Foundation, and the National Endowment for the Arts. 
The New Museum of Contemporary Art is located at 583 Broadway between Prince and 
Houston Streets in Soho. Hours are Wednesday, Thursday, and Sunday: noon to 6:00 PM; Friday 
and Saturday: noon to 8:00 PM; Monday and Tuesday, closed. Admission is by suggested 
contribution: $3.50 general; $2.50 artists, students, seniors; members and children under 12, free. 
Recorded infonnation may b~ obtained by calling 2121219-1355. 
·30· 
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ON VIEW 
TI1e Big Nothing or Le Presque Rien was a group 
exhibition ofyoung American and French artists in 
the New Work Gallery which explored the bound­
aries between art as object and museum as arbiter 
ofdisplay. Organized by guest rurator Kerri 
Scharlin. this program was simultaneously on view 
at The French Cultural Services of the French 
Embassy, in New York. My Spirit, Seattle artist 
Jeffry Mitchell's floor-to-ceiling plaster and latex 
sculptures in WorkSpace. explored the innocence of 
childhood, sensuality. and spirituality. Stretching 
the boundaries of portrait photography, TI1e Age 
MaGhine, created by Nancy Burson and David Kramlich, was an Inotalla,lon ylew or 
The A,. Moch/ne byinteractive. computerized installation which "aged" the viewer by 25 
Nancy Burlon andyears. Viewers operated the machine in the Museum lobby as their David Kramlich. 
"aged" images appeared on monitors in the Broadway Window. 
Innallatlon 
view of 
My SpirIt 
by 
Jeffry Hltchell. 
SUMMER 1992 
May 16 -June 28. 1992 
THE ART MALL: A SOCIAL SPACE 
Artists were invited to develop a variety of programs based on the con­
cept of the American shopping mall, an arena that typically combines 
leisure and consumption. This multidisciplinary group project explored 
the nature of public space as a setting for community interaction. and 
as a meeting ground for artists and "shoppers." Artists Nancy Dwyer 
and Alexander Ku, along with architect Jeffrey Murphy, transformed 
the Museum's galleries into a public space for interactive program­
ming. Proposals were selected by a programming team of members 
from within and outside of the Museum. This exhibition was coordinat­
ed by Brian Hannon. 
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MY SPIRIT Jeffry Mitchell 
WorkSpace Thc New Muscum of Contcmporary Art. New York January 15 - April 19. 1992 
·spirirualiry" of materials. For example. does a 
sculprure like Bernini's Th~ Emary ofSt. Th~ 
(considered by many w be the quintessential 
example of spirirual expression) have w be 
carved from marble to assure irs validiry as a 
religious object' Must a work be fabricated or 
inlaid with rare metals or jewels, as are many 
orher religious artworks? Mitchell's creation of 
objectS formed from what resembles a frothy 
mixrure of sugar and egg white seems to suggest 
that all producrs of the earth are equally pre­
cious ana' meaningless when describing spiritu­
aliry. Furthermore, the ca.noon crearures, 
simplified faces. and toy-like animals in his 
installation pose an additional aruck on the 
traditional conventions of religious expression 
that, it could be argued. have been so exploited 
that they contain within diem a greater likdi­
hood for insinceriry. Mitchell pua his own 
faith into activities more closely aligned with 
children's finger painting and the building of 
sand castles and mud sculptures, all as nebulous 
and imprecise as spirirualiry itself. 
Mitchell relies. in part, on childhood 
memories to provide insight inw his adult 
p<'rsonaliry and spirit. He investigates the 
synthesis of the child within the adult. and the 
spirirual potential within each human being. 
He seems to reject the required ~blimation of 
childhood that gains one membership into 
adulthood. It is clear that Mitchell deeply 
values the childlike asp<'etS of his p<'tsonaliry, 
since it is unencumbered innocence that pro­
vides important dues to his psyche and to the 
origins of his own history and being, the 'con­
co.Ied" pans of himself. But My Spirit is not 
purely an cxcr~ in sentimentaliry or solipsism, 
sin"" Mitchell has retained an accessibiliry and 
humor for others to enjoy. The multipliciry of 
objectS that constirute the installation seems 
designed to remind the viewer of common 
childhood toys and stories in order to emphasize 
the pleasurable asp<'CtS of youth, and ro enable 
the vicwt=r to blend collective cultural knowl­
edge with p<'rsonal reminiscence in order to 
achieve broader self-a~eness. My Spirit uses a 
vocabulary of objectS that demythologius and 
liberates ideas concerning spiritualiry. Child and 
adult toys contain valuable information for that 
Jcffry Mitchell. Joy in R~nition. 1991. hydroc:aJ & w,llcrcolor. Phow: Jacques Gael Crasary. 
All am C7rau rymbol< jOr a uwl ofrraliry which 
cannot b~ rrachd in any Om" wl2JI Paul Tillich 
Artist Jcffry Mitchell aspires to make 
tangible that p<'rsonaJ. immaterial qualiry in 
himself that nor only defines him as an indi­
vidual. but which also conneCtS him ro others. 
His most recent work. My Spirit. is an installa­
tion designed w occupy a panicular space for a 
finite span of time; in this sense it can be seen to 
represent the ephemeral nature of every p<'rson's 
own brief. physical existence. and the ultimately 
private ,voyage each endures through lik My 
Spirit allemprs w excavate the narure of our 
subjective isolation. as well as to explore out 
culrure's collective unconscious. Mitchell CIl:­
ates an anti-natural universe that reiterates the 
proposition that we each dwell within a unique 
microcosm furnished by our impressions. child­
hood memories, and emotions. This does not 
mean, however, that he minimius the signifi­
cance of our corporeal passions. for his concep­
tion of spirirualiry is emPQWCred by a sensuous­
ness that celebrates the pleasures of food, 
humor. and sexual desire. 
The urge w C1prure spirirual exp<'ri. 
ence in literarure and the visual artS is cerninJy 
nOt new, since so much of Westem art has been 
preoccupied with religious themes for hundreds 
of years. What sers Mitchell's work apan is the 
contemporary forms and media which he em­
ploys in his exploration of the joy and pathos of 
the spirit. Though the installation may remind 
some viewers of an elaborately decorated Ba­
roque cathedral, My Spirit is ultimately a self­
conscious exercise in the use of decidedly 
unexalted materials to portray what many 
consider w be the most reverent of subjectS. In 
this spiritual autobiography. Mitchell urilius 
pigmented latex. prina on glassine. and 
uncolored globby or smooth plaster that looks 
like meringue or i"" cream. He also appropri­
ates the sryle of a ca.noonist or storybook illus­
trator in characterizing his figures. His is an 
aesthetic that embraces a childlike and imp<'r­
fect expression as it rejectS the traditional con­
ventions associated with such a lofty pursuit. 
My Spirit confronts rraditional opin­
ions on just how spiritual phenomena are ro be 
convincingly rendered and raises the issue of the 
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journey. and surprise and visual jokes are en­
dowed with a special ani marion. For Milchell. 
lhe banality of ~eryday obJecrs is no obstacle 10 
sp·iriluality. and lhere is a profound comfort 10 
be found in kirsch. 
Milchell beli~es lhal the pr~ss of 
making an is as imporrant a5 lhe final product. 
He yearns for bolh lhe exuberance of an ama­
teur and lhe mediutive quality found in simple. 
repelilive labors. The crealion of My Spint. says 
Mirchell. "was less like chiseling marble and 
more like baking cookieS: He acrually used a 
paslry bag 10 squeeze oUl some of lhe decora­
live. swirling designs in My Spint. a5 if decoral­
ing a cake 10 be shared aI a parry of friends. 
The idiom here parallels lhe enthusiasm of a 
novice homemaker. outfined in apron and oven 
millS and busy in a kilchen full of delicious 
d=rrs; lhe spiriruaJ is loated in lhe riruaJs 
and pleasures of daily dOmeslic life. 
Maslery of apression is not vilal 10 
Milchell's success. for lhe magic lies in the aCl of 
invemion. Freedom is found in messiness and 
imperfection. In this way. Milchell c:nols craft 
as a means of approaching one's own narure. 
and reveres lhe hobby's self-indulgence. since 
lhe resulrs derive from a puriry of concemration 
and lhe unpretemious work of hands. His 
forms. fabricaled wilh such apparem ease. 
beckon 10 olhers 10 concoa lheir own recipes 
for self-discovery and 10 boldly transform the 
physical world with one's own consciousness. 
MitcheU's display becomes a menagerie of latem 
objeClS emerging from the same primordial. 
gooey subslance. and lhe expression of a con­
linuous. imaginative pr~ss of the inner world. 
His art is evidence lhal the aCl of cooking is JUSl 
anolher way of relling a SlOry, of making some­
lhing from nothing, and suggesrs that play itself 
is a form of religious ceremony. 
By esublishing a new paradigm for 
religious expression. Milchell creales a snowy 
wonderland of childhood dreams and obses­
sions. He draws inspiralion from 'narure's decol, 
and re-designs the flower 10 Suil this ·other" 
world. Pseudo-butterflies become part of his 
vision, diffused 10 encompass the emire room 
rather than concemraled in a single object. 
Like the planl lhal is driven 10 over-produce its 
blooms 10 ensure irs reproduclion, Milchell 
recognizes an excessive human impulse 10 
decorale, and magnifies il into a sort of manic 
pan-sexuality; here is a homemaker who has 
prepared more than can be consumed. 
In this riolOUS explorarion of human 
essence. il is inevitable thaI an uninhibiled 
psychosexual desire would emerge. Milchell 
freely renders his spirirual imagery in what at 
limes appears 10 be an orgy of oral f1x.ation; 
fleshy lalex forms mingle wilh confeclion and 
whipped cream. puddles of milk or icing are 
suggeslive of semen. Sexualiry in irs very con­
summalion becomes e1~ated 10 a spiriruaJ 
realm by irs currem association with death. The 
erolicizing of food and Objecl seems appropru.te 
al a lime when desire requires sublimarion. and 
a fetish becomes a necessiry. Lltex emphasizes 
lbe Aexibiliry of objecrJsubjecl, which can e:l5ily 
be turned inside-out. The ambiguiry of human 
sexualiry salurales lhe inslallation. and suggesrs 
a polymorphous nalure which abandons con­
vemional calegories of gender and sexual 
orienu[ion. 
MilcheU's objectS are joyous and free. 
Evident in his inslallalion is a celebration of 
human commonaliry lhal embra= all aspects 
of popular culrure. Like lhe very early visionary 
invemors who designed mechanical flapping 
wings for lhe human lOrso, Milchell honors the 
exhilaralion of desire. the inspiralion before the 
aCl, the pr= preceding the lest. He stands 
poised al the peak of a hill concerned nO! with 
whether the engineering is perfect or lhe prin­
ciples sound. bUl drawn (Q the labor and the 
dream. 
Brian Hannon. Di1"l!t:tor! In,"" 
My Spiri' anti The Age Machine an! pan 0[';" 
Mwrum; On Vi"" Prvgrum. T;" On Vu-w Prof,Nm iJ 
jimJui in pan by ,;,.jmJ~ FoundatWn. Th, Grmll<Nll1 
Foundation. anti ,h, National EnJowmrn' fOr ,;,. Am. 
Spmlli tWisranu provuUd by Cht= Manharran &nk. 
The individual vi~ apn:sscd in the exhibitions and 
publia.tions arc nO( nccessmJy those o( [he Museum. 
583 Broadway. New York NY 10012 (212) 219-1222 
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'Mv Spirit' and 
'The Big Nothing'
 
New Museum of Contemporary Art
 
583 Broadway (at Houston Street)
 
Manhattan 
(212) 219-1222 
Recommended for all ages 
Both thruugh April J9 
Children can waltz into this small 
museum for nothing, unlike adults. 
who have to pay $3.50. Two of the 
exhibitions may surpnse young view­
ers who think they know art. "My 
Spirit" Is a personal pre3entaUon by 
Jeffl-y Mitchell. The show includes 
"Joy in Repetition," a wall tableau 
that brings to mind a birthday cue 
proudly displayed as an homage to 
childhood.. The hundred or so plaster 
images of elephants. rabbits (upside 
down and right side up). monkeys and 
cherubs are robustly cheerful. Even 
the pmk canoon face with a long, pink 
tongue Slicking out Is just one more 
chl1dlike expressIon that's squelched 
in adulthood. As the publication ac­
companymg the show states, "It is 
clear that Mitchell deeply values the 
childlike aspects of his personality ... 
and that making the pieces was less 
like chiseling marble and more like 
baking cookies." In fact, the anist 
used a pastry bag to squeeze out 
some of the designs. The sculpture 
rook four months to make and eight 
days to Install. 
"Le Presque Rien" ("The Big 
Nothing"), a French-American joint 
exhibition, IS purposely deceptive. On 
one recent visit, a museum guard 
pointed out aspects of the show that 
were easy to miss. Even the free 
catalogue IS printed with invisible ink 
In some sections (it has to be read 
under the black light in the gallery). 
With. the catalogue, the maps on the 
walls and a perceptive ear and eye, 
children can hear Ping-Pong balls 
ricocheting, touch a "hot spot" in one 
wall, and scan the room - ceiltngs, 
corners - for swatches of real hair. 
Twa stereo speakers emit "white 
noise." and on another wall are the 
barely discemiblewords "No Big Se­
crets Here." A S500 pile of dollar btlls 
is gone; the display lasted one week. 
The guards can relate anecdotes 
atJout visitors' reactions tD the free 
money. The museum is open Wednes­
days, Thursdays and Sundays from 
noon to 6 P.M. and Fridays and Satur­
days from noon to 8 P.M. 
The New York Times 
February 28, 1992 
Fr: Public Relations 
Downtown 74
February 3, 1992 
pp 13 & 14 
Fr: Public Relations 
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New
 
M seum
 
THE NEW MUSEUM has 
four new installations. The 
first i5 for you to take part in; 
the second will instruct; the 
third bemuse and the fourth is 
just a marvel. 
"The Age Machine ~ is a com­
puter installation in which the 
viewer sits before a screen and 
wat.ehes his/her image age up 
to 25 years. Not surprisingly, 
this exhibit has been much 
heralded claiming, as it does, 
to oUer a glimpse into the fu­
ture. But the machine's powers 
of transformation are more 
radical with fleshy subject 
matter, 50 if your fau is long 
and thin -like mine - don't 
be disappointed if all you get is 
a few extra crow lines. 
Of the currentexhibits, Alfredo 
Jaar's "1+1+1" has the most 
scope. His series of works arc 
centered on photographic im­
ages of "Third World" human 
tragedies. The images come in 
different mountings and with 
various deftly placed mirrors 
a.nd containeo of water, Jaar 
brea.lc.s down the distance be­
tween the viewer and the 
scenes represented. What is 
alarming is that any impulse to 
pity is s~tematically under­
mined as the ins tallation re­
fuscs the detached peopective. 
While Jaar's accompanying 
narrativcs instIllct us on our 
northern hemisphere culpabil­
ity, his work stands on its own. 
The same cannot be said of the 
third exhibit, where even stra­
tcgteally placed verbiage, ex­
plaining the installation '5 POSl­
modern artfulness, fails to 
make up for a lack of sub­
stance. Aptly named "The Big 
i"othing or Le Presque Rien", 
it consIsts of a bare white room 
with a few purposively hidden 
clumps of fur, textured spots, 
and inane phrases written in 
ultra-violet. The most that can 
be said for the exhibit is that 
the Museum's security guards 
are kept busy pointing out the 
whereabouts of its different 
elements. 
In contrast to the limp aes­
tbetic exercise of the third 
room, the fourth and final in­
stallation, "My Spirit", is a vis­
ceral celebration of the most 
earthy a.nd corrunonplace in 
man. Best characterized LS a 
caricature of a Mexican shrine, 
artist Jeffry Mitchell's 
unashamed devotional finds 
its symbols in the creatures­
rabbits, pigs, lambs, monleeys 
- of his childhood imagina­
tion, refracted through an ar­
guably adult preoccupation 
with sexual organs. 
The current exhibits run 
through April 19. The New 
Museum is located at 583 
Broadway, between Prince and 
Houston Sts. Museum hours 
are Wednesday, Thuoday,and 
Sunday: 12-6; Friday andSat­
urday: 12-8; Monday and 
Tuesday: closed. Admission is 
$3.50, and $2.50 for artists, 
students and seniors. 
Hi.l.diJ.dl 
I 
Three Seattle artists display their creativity in New York
 
by David Berger 
Spec'al 10 The Tunes 
EW YORK - In Ihe 'ROs il 
was fashionahle 10 criliclZeNan a" world Iransfllnned by 
l"OTnnlerce. 
Robe" lIughes, a" ,nllC for 
T,me mal\Bllne, wrOle Ihat Ihe 
cundilions lor producing greal arl 
had been bleached oul by Ihe glare 
of Ihe U1 world's sucCes.!, 
The wheel lums. The hyped,up 
a" wurld has sellied down, prices 
are no lon~er soaring, and Ihe 
noise nllw Is ceosonihip and pol iii­
cal allacks· on funding Meanlime 
mosl a"isls - juS! as OIosl did In 
Ihe '~Os, if Ihe lrulh be known ­
cllnlinue wilh Ihe challenging busi· 
n~>s of blendin~ career and a,,· 
making, and gelling alung. 
Jeff,." 'Mllchell, Jake Seniuk 
and Paul Berger - Ihree lalenled, 
hard·working Scali Ie anisls - are 
doing jusl Ihal in exhibilS in New 
York Ihis monlh. 
Mllchell. has an inSialialion al 
Ihe New Museum an alternative 
nonproril ",useuni space in Sollo 
Ihal offert:4 him S1,5UO to cxhibil 
new work .. 
Mile..... Jumped allhe oppor­
lllnily and· crealed an ambillous 
instHllarion Ihar covers one enlire 
wall and pin of Ihe noor and COSI 
him S1(1,000. II" new to New York. 
rented a BmokJyn studio, bought 
expensive supplies, hired assis· 
lanlS and during five weeks pro­
dUled dozens BfId dozens of liles 
and olher shapes, which he assem­
bled al Ihe museum. 
"My Spiril" is reminiscent of I 
Mexicsn lemple wall done up as a 
confCC1ionary, II's covered wilh 
lambs, elephanls, nowers and 
decoralive pallems borrowed from 
an infanl's crib and made over 
wilh ingraliltlingly f""'k psycho· 
sexual references. 
The modesl calal,,~ lolls Ihe 
Detail from SNl1Ie er1l" Jeffry MIlcheII', "My llplrtt" InlUlllatlan, an 
axhlblt et lhe N_ MUNUm In New YoriL 
piece "a snowy wonderland of 
childhood dreams and obsessio,," 
... Ihal confronls lradillonal opin­
ions on how spiritual phenomena 
are 1o be rendered." . 
Milchell's voice is fresh and 
dlSlinctive, and Ihal .l·counts for 
his nOlable local success, winning 
Seallie Arls Commission granls of 
S7,~ in 1989 and S25,000 more 
recenlly. 
PBr1 of Ihe laller granl Included 
• sludio viail from Marcia Tucker, 
director of Ihe New Museum. II 
was lhat visit Ihal led 10 an 
invilalion 10 exhibil. 
Mllchell Is h.pp)' to have done 
Ihe piece, lhough It left him cre­
atively and fin.nclally tired. JuS! 
recently, though, he learned Ih.1 • 
major New York colleclor who 
alr1!.dy owned some smaller 
works has decided 10 purchase iI 
tor llis Wall Streel finn; iI's Ihe 
tint I.rge-scale work Mitchell has 
sold. 
bIIlbl', like ,,,., malle a 
difference In an ."isl's career, 
according to Greg Kucera, Mil­
cheU's Seattle dealer. Kucera saY5 
• 101 of people have admired 
Mitchell's work, but have been 
waiting for more validation before 
making purchases. This exhibll, 
SIlys Kucera, Is "the most impor­
lanl validation he's received, or 
maybe .ccolade is a beller word." 
Would MllcheU consider mov­
ing 10 New York7 MitcheU answers 
no, because Br1lsts don't need 10 be 
in New Yorl< the way they did 10 
or 15 years .go, "My classmales 
(back Eas1) haven't had the oppor· 
tunitlea I've had, being In a small 
pond," he lOyS, "And opportuni· 
ties bring more oppor1\Jnities." 
Be'1ler .nd Seniuk are each in • 
sprawhng phOlography show that 
w1J1 be on the road ror IhrH yean 
and seen by thousand! of people. 
"Molion and Documenl - Se· aren'l paid for Iheir 10a1\5 10 lurn 
Quence and Times; Edward Muy· exhiblls, and neil her Berger of 
bridge and Conlemporary Ameri, Seniuk received recompense, , 
csn Pholography," ('urrenlly al Ihe "I did gel a rree cstalog," sOY) 
Inlema,ional Cenler for Phologra, Berger, • 
phy in Manhallan, will travel The piece by Seniuk - ...ho is­
.round the country 10 some im· diredor of Ihe Po" Angele. Artpressive venues. Next January il Cenler - is 45 small phOlognphs
will be at lhe Unive~ilY of Wash­ a""anged in a reclangular grief. I,·In~on's Henry Arl Gallery. was framed by Ihe organizers, and 
The exhibit opened in Washing. Seniuk assumes he gelS 10 keep 
ton, D.C., .1 the NalionaJ Museum Ihe frames at the end of Ihe 
for AmeriCAn Ar1 (pa" of Ihe exhlbil. The organizing museum, 
Smithsonian) and ....s immedialely the Addison Museum of American 
embroiled in a censorship issue Arl, has also expressed interest in 
Ihat overshadowed the a" work. buying the work. 
Elizabeth Broun, director, had reo 
moved Sol Lewill'S "Muybrid~e ," Bul Ih.1 doean' necessarily 
for being derogalory 10 women. Iranslale inlo more sales. Seniuk 
The nap WBS loud but brief, .nd describes how he was approached 
Ihe work was reinstaled followin~ by Lawrence Miller, an impo"anl 
a national uproar and Ihe a"iSlS pholography dealer in SoHo, 
Ihreatened wilhdrawal of Iheir "lie called .nd basically said he 
works. liked Ihe piece. I senl him slides. I 
haven'l heard from him, and thaIAs viewers will see in Seallie in was a number of weeks .go," saysJanuary, Lewin's piece Is Ilrgely Seniuk.innOC\JoU5 and rai"" Issues of 
Miller handles mostly nonmanl·voyeurism entirely ~rrnane 10 the 
show, pulated "straighl" phOlography, 
and since moSi of Seniuk's work IS 
TheJ'ieces by Berger and Sen­ manipulated pholographs or \D­
iuk hoi up well, Ihough the show Slallalion, Seniuk expecll hia 
Is so large and diverse Ihal rhelr slides will join Ihe hundreds of 
works, especially Be'Jler's sublle olhers thaI are viewed by gallery 
pieces, can be losl. Arl'SIS rypicslly owne~ - and passed over. 
The Seattle Times 
April 16, 1992 
Fr: Public Relations 
'-.J 
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ECLIPSE OF THE EARTH Kazuo Katase
 
New Work Galle,,' The New \lll>cum of Contemporary Art. New York t-b,' 11 - August 18. 1991 
Kuuo Karase. ivlunu. 1986. insraliJtion. Wewerb & Weiss G .. le"e. Berlin. 
Indud Iht hiddtn and Iht maniftSl gil,t bmh 10 
tach olhu. LlO Tzu 
And Ul mt rtmind you ana again Ihal IIlt work 
rhallransformj Iht laltnl drtam inlO Iht 
maniftj/ Ont i, calud drtam-work. Tht work 
which procudJ in Iht contrary dirterion. which 
nukavon 10 arrivt al Iht laUnI drtam from Iht 
maniftu onr, is our work ofinurprrtatlon. 
Sigmund Freud 
The viewer. s<opping into Kuuo Kausc's 
installarion Edjpu ofIIlt E.mh. enters a 
demarcared space of irreaJiry barhed in blue 
light. a dreamworld. A ""ries of fluorescent light 
fixtures wirh blue filrers. sus!",nded from the 
(tiling, emir the light rhat renders the sp"ce and 
its con<ontS an "her",1 blue <one. Three 
·objects· inhabir this unannv realm: an image 
ofa blue sun in a lighr box; a large circular 
black table: and a phorographic negative of 
Jacques-Louis David's painting, Tht Oalh oflht 
Horalii. K...tases install.rion is compri""d of 
components rhar iniriaJiI- Seem dispar;i<O. bur 
<ogerher dTecr a compl" configurarion rhar 
I",ves an indelible imprint on ones mind. 
Dram"ic lighring and colorarion <och· 
niquo>. combined wirh phorographic ima~ 
and sculprural objecrs. are key componenrs 
In Kara",,'s insrallarions. The re!",ririon of 
certain formal dements. such as lighting 
al<ored by colored filrers and cui rurally 
loaded. symbolic objects. creares a srrucrural 
cOntinuirv among his variou.s insrallacion 
works. Objecrs are satura<od with meu· 
phorical meanings. allowing for different 
inrcrpreracions. The insrallation space ""rves 
J..' a strucrured vessel for rhe con<ont. 
recalling rhe configurarion of meuphor and 
dream-work. Freud formula<o,j a m<rhod fOr 
inrrrprecing dreams bv uncovering rhe hidden 
meanings behind svmbols rhar a<o produced 
th<ough rhe process of dreaming. In dream­
work as well as in m<raphor. rwo or more signs 
are ·condensed· into one. The psvchoanal\'St 
Jacques wcan drew a correlarion berween 
Freud's conceprion of ·condensarion" rhat 
operates in dream-work and rhe crearive 
srrucrure of meraphor. wcan recogniud rhar 
meraphor. like dreJJT1-work. opera<os on a level 
of meJ.ning where rwo or more rerms are 
simulraneously preSenr in one figure: Tht 
atali"t 'park oflht mtlaphor dntJ nOl 'pringfrom 
tll( prruntarion o/two imagrJ, {hal is. oftwo 
,igll~fim tqually aaualiud "flashu hawun two 
signifu,... One word for :lnorher: Ihal i"ht 
formula for [h~ metaphor and ijyou ar~ a pan yOll 
will produCt for Jour own dtliglll a conlinuou, 
'ITtam, " tiL/ding liHUt o/mnaphon.' 
!Grase. like rhe poor, 'equallv acru.alius" or 
·condemes" mulriple meanings wirhin a given 
object. For example. his use of cwo anodized 
aluminum hemispheres may refer ro <oa cups. 
rhe Yin-and-Yang sign. and/or rhe marher's 
breasr. Wirhin lhe insrallarion space. rhe 
S[fuCrure and hmcrion of rhe allied mechanism; 
of creari"i,,' and dream-work are i1luminared. 
K.H:lSe·~ inSfJlb,rions (uncrlon as sires. whc=re 
JilTcrent lavers of meaning can be contained 
wirhin g,,'en objects, images, and o!her 
,igns. Al ,hese si<os. he combin"" various 
schools of ustern and \'G'es<orn rhoughr 
rogerher inro a mulrifarious. yOt harmoni­
ouslv orchestra red. composirion. !Grase is 
situared ar the cusp berween culrures, having 
spent rhe firsr cwenrv-seven vears of his life 
in Japan before moving ro Germany in 
1975. Calegorical opposilions berween 
"Eas<orn" and "Wesrorn" culrur"" are 
circumvented. in his work, rhrough a hybrid 
form. Karase reads one cullure rhrough 
anorher. and wirh the insights generared 
through rhis process. he invi<os us ro reread 
again and again. 
In Edip" Oflht Eanh, rhe image of a blue sun 
in a light box occupies one wall. The blue lighr 
is rhe constant facror in the install.tion: ir 
comes into contact wirh all surfaces. and ""en 
where rhe coloration is nor visible ro rhe ""e. 
the presence of rhe light is discernible through 
iu .nem. This a11-cncompassing blue light 
lemporaril)' transfigur<s and incorporates [he 
';<Wer's bodv. rhus further <:.S[ablishing her or 
his participation. 
For a Zen Buddhist. [he omnipresent ligh[ 
might suggest [he innni[e fusion between 
all things. Jchieved upon reaching a Zen 
scare of mmd. Daiserz T ei[aro Suzuki. a 
Zm Buddhis[ scholar. described rhe effect 
of [he boundlessness of Zen: ·Your very 
existence has been delivered from all 
limita[ions: you have become open. ligh[. 
and transparent. You gain an illumina[ing 
insight into rhe very narure of rhings." 
The blue lighr suggesrs [his capacirv for 
un co illuminare by making rhe viewer 
look ar things from a different perspecci,·e. 
lirerally. "in a different light." 
In another reading. blue. connoring distance. 
",Iirude.•nd s.adness. raps into a Rommtic 
,.nsibili[y. Karase's evocation of. powerful 
Romantic symbol. [he sa. introduces rhe 
dimension of dis[mce or depth in his work. A 
c10sdv r<lared interprer.[ion points CO rhe vas[ 
.nd unknown realm of [he imagination. 
which can be undersrood in terms of [he 
'Oliun of [he sublime. From rhis viewpoint. 
,ho", ideJ.S which are obscure and "as[ have a 
~rc..uer produc{ivl~· for {he imagination 
be:uu>c [hev are unbounded, Thr idrM 0/ 
tttmiry and injinity art among /hr mOll 
4fming wr haur... in narurr. ""rN. confWrd, 
.ourrain imagrJ flaur a grraur powrr on Ihr 
f.ory 10 ftrm Ihr grandrr plwiom. Ihan Ihou 
havr which arr morr cuar and drrrrmtnau..' 
The English philosopher Edmund Burke
 
:lSSocia[ed [he notion of the sublime with rhe
 
pm\'cr (0 stir our imagination. The view-erOs 
imagination is rhus arous<::d in Ka<ase's silent. 
bur disquiering space with its curiously 
positioned svmbolic objeCts and signs. 
~rase also engages with [he Western an 
hiscorical tradition in Edipu o/rhr &mh. 
On a wall adjacent to rhe "blue sun: 
David's painting. Thr Oalh o/Ihr Horalii, 
is presented as a n<gd[ive image printed on 
rhree wood pbres and [inted red. The blue 
ligl". absorbed into [he posirive [inted 
;11= of [he image. disrupts irs legibility, 
Only after one's eyes adjust to the light can 
[he image be distinguished bv c1os<::h· examining 
[he surface of [he panels. This viewing is further 
frustrated bv thr<e pl..nes of gbss propped againsr 
[he im.ge. The wood panels and gl;lSs pla[es under­
score the formal. tripartite divisions in David's 
Oalh, and [he wav in which [he painting creates 
tension between its planar surface and [he illusion 
of perspectival space. The viewer within the 
installa[ion space is also r<Hec[ed in the surface of 
[he glass. This obstruction to viewing questions the 
Wesrern art hisrorical reliance on perspective. md 
rhe philosophical implica[ions tha[ situate "Man" 
as a uniory subjeCt at the apex of rea.son. 
Ka[ase's repetition of [he fO/mal divisions of 
David's painting reiterates irs narrative 
divisions. The O,tlh depicts a scene of 
renunciation and sacrifice of narural. 
anceStral ties for [he benefic of [he sra[e. The 
Hora[ii are shown raking an oarh of lovalry 
ro [he scare. as Hora[ius. [he father. invesrs 
rhem wirh weaponn'. rhe embodimem of a 
svmbolic power. The bequearhing of poli[ical 
and social weaponsitools from rhe farher to 
rhe sons occupies rhe cemral and lefl portion 
of [he painting. and represents [he parriar­
chal chain of culrure. Huddled in [he lower 
right corner. (wo femJle ligures overCome 
with emorion are excluded from [his lineage 
of cuhure and power. The Oalh sen'es as an 
an his[orical marker for [he ""ge of Reason. 
where enligh[ened :v1an domin,[es and 
represses [he "irranonal": Woman. Emorion. 
Narure, Such an eclip>e of ":.Ja[ure" finds 
expression rhrough >ubde bur compelling 
channels in Edipu o/ll>r Earlh. 
Oceup\'ing a cemral position in rhe insrallarion is a 
circul,r. black [able more rhan a dozen feer in 
diamerer. se[ benearh [he lighr fixtures. A red 
powder pigment absorbs [he blue light. concentrar­
ing ir on rhe surface of rhe [able. which causes i[ to 
appear J.S a verY dark blank space. Even upon c10s<:: 
=ina[ion. rhe viewer mav nor be able co com­
prehend [he effeer of [he blue lighr on [he sarc<ly 
visible red pigment. Circling rhe empriness [hac [he 
table seems to suggest. one is dra",n imo rhis orbir 
by rhe s<::eming lack of a substamive surface. The 
rable provides a visu,l paradux between presence 
md absence. For K:J[ase. Exis[entialism. a predom­
inant model of rwentierh-century. Western 
philosophiol thought. frames [he question of 
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absence md presence. Jean-Paul S>.rtre formulated the 
notion of "being" a.s something that is intrinsically 
rela[ed to m absence: -If nOlhingness GIn be given. i[ 
is neilher before nor after being. nor in a general way 
ourside being. Norhingness li<:.S coiled in the heart of 
being-like a worm:' This question of "being md 
no[hingness" is reframed and cririqued bv Suzuki in 
the essay. "Exisrentialism. Pragmalism and Zen·, 
Zm dorJ 1/01 find anyrhingfrighunrng in infiniu 
pOHibililirJ. "nlimiud/radom. nrurr-rnding 
rrJpomibililin Zm mourJ along wilh infiniu 
pOJJibili,irJ; Zm rnjoVJ ,,,,Iimiud/radom breauu 
un if /rrrdom iM/f < 
Kar='s posicion vis-a-vis "Easrern" wd ·Wesrern" 
culrures resulrs in multivalenr approaches for 
merging meanings into symbolic obj= and images. 
The surface of rhe ra.ble can also be read in rerms 
of a ,,'mbol of social r<larions. a sire KroSS which 
power and desire are played our-the board­
room. [he kitchen. [he Mus.::um. A column in 
[he galle,,' is encircled bv the uble. alluding co 
[he ofren concealed ideology of rhe culrural 
insriru[ion. The mange irradiation emwaung 
from [he surface ofborh [he rable and rhe David 
image form' visual and psychological connec­
[ion rhal GIn be linked to the oower tha[ CJch 
simul[aneouslv embodies and disperses. These 
objects or s"mbols are no longer preoi>posed 
[0 J singular meaning. bur rather ,r< disrupted 
b~ a mulripliciC" of interpre[arions and visual 
Srf3[egies. 
By eclipsing or obscuring. K:.u.se eumines the 
validiry of a single mewing. challenging us to rake 
different perspectives. Bv purring into pla~ ITagmenrs 
from Existen[lalism. Romanticism. and Zen Budd­
hism, among ochers. lG[ase promprs us to contem­
plare and question our own posirions in relation to 
various SYStems of thought. We are Iefr within the 
space of imagination. mer'phor. and dreams. in order 
ro produce our own ser of readings. 
Lydia Yee, Curaloriallm"" 
I. J.cques ucan. Ern,,: rI !Ylrmon (NC'W Yori<: W.'!f,,'. No""n 
& Comp>n~" 1977l. p. 157. 
2. D.T. SUl.uki . ..-In Introdu(Tlon 10 un BluidhiJm (:"Jew York.: 
Grove Wc,Jcnldd. 1%'01. p. 59. 
3. EJmund Burke. On ,/" :)ubum' "n<i &oUllfi" (NC'W York: 
P.F. GJllier /I( Son GJmp.nv. I'JO'JI. p. <;'i-56. 
4. )cJn-PJ.ul S~rtrC', bt.uyr In &lJImlfall1ln (Se'3oucw. NJ: The 
Ci..Jd Pr=l. p. 107.. 
5. D.isen Sutuki. 7..<0 BuddhISm (Gastlen COrv. NJ: Doubl«J>v 
& Comp.n\'. Inc.. 1956l. p. ~65. 
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VOICE July 23. tgg t 
Meanwhile, McCann's warnings about the potential for 
adverse respiratory reactions seemed well-founded. Pan­
time New Museum consultant Helen Carr says that she 
Red-Handed? 
spent just two and a half hours in the building on May 21 
and left with burning in her throat, nose, and chest. Six 
weeks later she claims, ''I'm still sick and chronically con-
Many artists know that the typical studio-workplace may gested. I lost my voice for \0 days and haven't completely 
be an environmental disaster in the making, a sort of Love regained it." On June I, she quit to protest what she 
Canal in a lofl. But who could have imagined that a termed the museum's "irresponsible installation~ of Ka· 
museum might be dangerously contaminated? A pigment lase'S work. In a leller to Carr, Tucker and managing 
used in Kazuo Katase's currently exhibited Eclipse of tile director Ellen Holtzman maintained that they made a re-
Earth at the New Museum of Contemporary Art in Soho sponsible effort to assess the best course of aCllon. Unim· 
was apparently hazardous to viewers'-and especially to pressed, Carr a few weeks later asked the NEA to investigate 
staffers'-health. Documents obtained by the Voice indi­ unsafe working conditions at the museum. (NEA spokes­
cate that museum director Marcia Tucker I) was aware that person Joshua Dare confirmed that an investigation is in 
Katase's materials posed potential health hazards, 2) over- progress,) 
ruled her own operations manager's recommendation that Other employees experienced problems. Bookstore coor­
the pigment be replaced with a safer substitute, and 3) dinator SUSliln Stein is out on disability after spending 
allowed the large-scale work to be exhibited for 12 days three days in the hospital last month for gastric distur­
before the chemically hazardous compound was removed bances. Freelance installation-crew member Patrlel. 
on May 23. Thomley told me that her jeans were covered with red dust 
At the center of the story are Pat Kirshner, a whistle- after working in the gallery housing the installation, and 
blowing operations manager in charge of safety at the that on May 15 she "was asked to clean glass in that 
museum. and a red pigment containing three controlled gallery, something I don't normally do. Later I realized that 
substances: zinc sulfide, barium sulfate. and hansa red everybody else had refused to work near the piece." A 
(aJkJa red pigment 3). According to Michael McCann, staffer (who requested anonymity) noted the possibly 
chemist and executive director of the Center for Safety In Eclipse-related ubiquity of respiratory difficulties at the 
the Arts, zinc sulfide is a respiratory irritant that is poison- museum. "I'd say 15 people-including Marcia [Tucker]­
ous when ingested in large quantllies, and hansa red. in experienced headaches, laryngitis, sore throats. We weren't 
large quantities, can cause anemia in children. on the main floor, either: the pigment had to have come 
On May 10, the day before the show opened, a Jab report through the ventilation system." 
was finally received. Although it ruled out toxic lead or (Ventilation is a recurring vexation for the museum, 
cadmium. it identified the three above materials described which occupies the lower floors of an unfinished hotel 
as hazardous by McCann. Kirshner-according to a retro- I project and is plagued with mold-producing subcellar 
spective account of events she wrote that was corroborated '\' floods. McCann considers the mold a "potenually much 
by several staffers who requested anonymity-urged that more serious" problem than the pigment; Stein's recent 
the pigment in powder form be replaced with the nonhaz­ hospitalization was preceded by an earlier illness caused by 
ardous Crayola powder paint she'd purchased. She didn't the mold. On lune II, the museum's board of directon; 
yet know the specific hazards associated with Katase's _allocated S 100,000 for ventilation system improvements.) 
pigment, but earlier discussions with McCann about rea --- Following the outbreak of respiratory problems in the 
pigment led her to believe that it wasn't likely to be safe. museum's offices, the pigment was finally removed on May 
When the artist rejected the substitute. his desires were 23. Why hadn't the director heeded the advice of the 
apparently supported by Tucker and some curatorial naff- operations manager? (Indeed, why hadn't the museum foi­
ers. Although Tucker believes that "no decision was ever lowed the apparently effective guidelines for potentially 
really made, there was simply agreement by everybody that hazardous art materials used in the "Cadences: Icon and 
the Crayola substitute did not work," a lune 13 memo Abstractlon In Context" exhibition earlier this year and 
from assistant curator Allee Yang to Kirshner, intended to mentioned in its minutes of a May 15 curatorial meeting?) 
~clarify the sequence- of evenu," reads: "At 8 o'clock the Managing director HOltzman-who was not at the muse-
next morning on May II, Alice phoned Marcia with this um in early May-replied that ~we took what we thought 
problem...-\ decision was made to try the original pigmenL" to be prudent steps." Director Marcia Tucker says: ~lt was 
Because of the known hazards of raw pigments, the a complicated situation, not an oppositional one where a 
registrar's staff and installation crew were unwilling to staff member was overruled. We don't make decisions that 
handle the pigment used in Kawe's seductively lit installa- way.... It was a matter of balance, doing the best you can 
tion. comprising a pigment-covered table, a light-box image for an artist who's never shown in this country before. 
of the sun. and a reproduction of David's Oath 0/ the Cenainly no one intended to endanger anybody." 
Horarjj. Instead, the artist and some of the curatorial staff ludgment-not intention-is what's at issue here. Given 
laid down the pigment. and Eclipse opened to the public on the apparent seriousness of the pigment problem, Holtz-
May II. as scheduled. According to Tucker, alterations man's and Tucker's grasp of events is astonishingly incom­
were made to the venlilation system, and a nearby sign plete. When 1 mentioned to Tucker. for instance. that 
warned about the hazards of pigment inhalation and asked installation and registrar staffers refused to handle Kalase'S 
viewen nOI to touch the red powder. work~enainly a statement that some museum worken; 
Untonunateiy, according to Tucker-and to a memo saw potential for harm from the pigment before the show 
Kirshner wrote that day-many did. The opening cdebra- opened-she expressed sUlllrise and likened the revelation 
tion took place as planned on May 16. with a larger sign to something out of Rastlomon. Did errors of judgment 
and a tape "boundary" drawn around the table. By thiS occur' "I don't know," Tucker answered. Were mistakes 
time Kirshner had had several conversations with Michael made' "We di(] not have enough experience, we'd never 
McCann. and he recalled that "she and I felt that using zinc been in this situation before. , .. New an forms and maleri­
sulfi(]c was a~king for trouhle: she was opposed to its use." alS f:\isc new prohlems." 
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Why was the pigment on the table part of ,i<azuo Xatase's currently exhibited Eclipse of the Earth at the 
New Museum of Contemporary Art replaced after 12 days? And why, if the red powder was dangerous OJ 
enough to be re?laced, ~:3C ::. oeen used at all? See item. o 
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By AnthOny Scaoulo, Doug Vaugnan and Linda SIClSl 
rrakft}[,~X9,.Vi~~ ~,uSe~ 
If ::;odem an mues you ,ick, 
here', something to rmily avoid: a 
new "'ark by J...,an~ aran Kazuo 
Kawe at the N~ Mweum of Coo· 
temporary An. Employeell there aay 
th~'ve been ailing SInce the work­
a 18.I1it table covered with red po.... 
der, two pieture8 and a blue light ­
w.... iJutalled last mooth. Ifa nat that 
the work 15 IlO bad. it 'a that the pow. 
'der <s, th~ MY, V<Tf, In fAa.. the em· 
ploy.,... clA1m it calae<! twO of their 
coUeagu.. to quit - and Ooe to land 
in the boapitaL The ltAlT ia very 
ticked that the mWleU.tn merely poe.­
ea a .mailllign warning "view from a 
diatance," u 'Utah a good choice? 
Anyway, the ~ ...... posted after 
the mweoum learned the poW'Cier coo· 
tained a haurdou- aub<tance ...hich 
can be ab60Toed througil n.aaal pas­
~ The mUMwn, _ 're told. did 
nothiog for almOlit CWO ....,..4 em­
pioy.,... ~ then it repi&ced the 
po..cier with a aa.ieT one- But the ill· 
nesaeo cononued. The other day, 18 
StAffen SIgned a peo tion ci1arging 
that the powcier has been "secret!y 
SUlred" in a d06et and demanded ita 
immediate removal. ~g direc­
tar Ellen Holuman saya the ail­
meot.< are tlDl caused by the powder 
but by "mold and bacteria in the 
buement" which someumes geta 
nooaed, The mu.eum baa 'oent 
1I10=ca to remove the mUf, sne 
saYS- and "~he board ha.o just autho­
nzea SI00,OOO" to ~t nci of it entlre­
1,', She Lt1Sl5tS the powcier ia ,afely 
StDreci. a...",ung removal bv a ba%. 
arciou.&--mat.enala expen... ·'Hai·· ia the 
respo~ of one employ.,.., "The mold 
...... removed lilt year. but more pe0­
ple are ..cit now than be.iore. It'l the 
- powder in the ail." ' 
Odd Couple of Guys 
There wun 't a dry ~ 1ll the jOint at 
the standing ovaOon after Sanu-day 
rught', <iresa reileanal far the ooe 
Urne anly (\}e,,,ies the <ires< ~ean­
aJ) rnwaJ of '"The Odd Cauole" WIth 
Tonv Randall and Jaci< KJurman- It 
beneih.ed the NauonaJ Al:ton Th~ 
atre, Either you were laughing SO 
h.ard you "'ere C"J'Ul~ or you w~ JU.'t 
pwn <:ryIng - wttic:h is what KJug. 
man and Randall both did. ThU La 
Klugman'J lint Jt.age appearance 
..n"" his throat can""r l!Ul'i"ry and 
-­James Brady, nght. wiU prem'ern "Reg 
although his voice i3 cilanged cooaid­
eraoly and be was str1l.l!ling at ..,me 
points, be was still filthy, sloppy, hi· 
larlou., Oaear Madiaon. And he 
brvugnt the house down - or up 00 
iLl f.,..t. at:tUaily. 
Columbus Day 
If you were out of the city Satunlay 
night beIng fabulous and loaaed 
down ..,th )~iery at the oeaci1, you 
Just weren °t .n~re !veryoociy else 
Wl.Yled til .... were, At Columbua (the 
restaurant'- not. tha.ni< God. 0 roo 
or something'), It W1l.IlX>-Owner Paul 
Herman's birtbriay and hi, pals. 
Raben DeNiro, Chris Waiken. )lark 
Simone. City Film CoIIUIllJlh Jaynne 
Keyes. and ~ery character llCU)r ...ho 
~er lived to look like a bad guy or a 
cop, W&5 there, Yeah? So then ...ho 
wu that guy who didn't look like a 
bad guy or a cop? It W1l.5 a tm.I NYPD 
bomOClde detective who has spent 
the last several weeu Wlth De.Niro .. 
hia lIlceiucil.. Why' He' taking DeN· 
im to homble homocicies. No, DeN­
im'a ha.on't gotten welTd. he', spend­
ing all his tune with the dl!teCtlve 
mJdying the gnaly S1de for hia new 
ilicl<. Doe. DeNiro ~ OUt at the 
gruesome scenes? The cooa aay 00, In 
fact. the detective says DiNiro is the 
most down·t.o-eanh iuy in the world. 
But he added that SOmeumes. Wte 
when th~ went to the scene of • 
"?o~ 
Tl.me 
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GRAPEVINE 
By DAVID EL1.IS,. R"port"d by Linda Will~ms 
THE ARMS PIPELJNE THAT CAME FIRST 
A hook uue out ne~t munth mukes provocative disclosure' about the
 
tangleu rel:J[iunship between U.S. und Israeli intelligence services. A~curuing
 
[0 Major General Avrahum Tumir. .J retired senior [sr.Jdi dele:lsc otficiul
 
quoted in Dan!{t!rcJWi Liuison. the REAGAN ADMINISTRATION ;Jppruveu bradi
 
;Jrms shipments [0 Tehran for use against [r.Jq in 1981. long belore the Ir.Jn­

cunrro atf;Jir. Authors Andrew and Leslie Cockburn say the transfers were part
 
of u strategy to head otf S<lviet influence in the gulf region. The book also de­

scribes in det;Jil Oper.Jtion KK Mountain. in which the CIA secretly paill Israel Did Iran fight Iraq with "any U.S. help?
 
;.L~ much as 520 million .Jnnuallv throul!:hou( (he 19605 to oper.J(e as its surro!!ate in the 
Third World. Securi(\' sources ~Iso told the writers that the [sr.Jelis have pl;Jc;u remote· 
controll~d nuclear devices in the Gulan Heights (0 deter an invasion by Syria. 00 you _tc:h too mudl :. _..• 
te/msion? ...; .... , ..",_:- , .. ; 
JUST PASSING THROUGH, THANKS Yes30%.··.Ho69%:'] 
Mikh;Jil Gurb;Jchev's crackdown in the Salties has not stoppeu two uthc:r re­ ·~~;~~:;;;;"iJd~~·\~~1~· 
publics from defying the Suviet military. A U.S. anulyst monitoring the U.S.S.R. S;Jys too much television? .~ .;.. ; 
,- ... ' .:-" ~ ""- ~; ~':.. 
there is virtually;Jn open border between Iran anll the Cemr.Jl Asiun st;Jte of TURKMEN­ Yes47%:,'. No Sl%..z=~ 
ISTAN und parts of AZERBAIJAN. Sowing to popu!;Jr pressure. border guurds huv~ de­ (~'~lXlIlfi.~~._I!";'. -, 
n~",.,.,.~bI r....-.a~sa.-. 
serted th~ir posts. allowing a free !low of goods and people in both lIirectlons. s-.-.lll"CI'ao-lII'~.a..-,. ...-. , 
EVER GETTHE FEELING YOU'RE BElNG WATCHED? 
Two men are keeping a close eye un DAN QUAYLE. .Jnu thev .Jren·( memhcr.- of his
 
Secret Service d~t;Jil. SOS WOODWARD anu DAYlD SRODER uf the Washington Pmr pl.Jn to
 
tr.Jck the Vice President for (he ne~( few months for a series uf .Jrtides on his conuuct in
 
ortice. White Hous~ orticials. wUrried about the inevitable r.lSh 01 "Is l1e ready.'" stories
 
during (he '92 campaign. have told Quayle"s s(atf to avoid the PO.II. But Quuylc: decided to
 
cooper.He. tiguring the two reporters would gain ucce:;s to uuvisers .Jnywav.
 
PUTTING THE BLAME ON NORM 
Congressiunal Demucr.Jts .Jft: see(hing 
over NORMAN SCHWARZKOPF"s ':llndemnutilln 01 
I Washington -(airies·· who exagger.Jteu the Jan­
gers 01 war. \1unv legisl.Jtors conrenu thut uuring uI Riyuuh brieting las( autumn. the gener.J1 <:mphu­
~ized the strength uf the Irayi urmy anu pn:t1icteuI as many as :U.(JOU U.S. t:asuultie~. ··This guy con­
tributeu in no smull uegree to the Demllcr.Jtic IIp­
i position to the wur'" ~ompluins a Senate statf<:r. 
i _ . 
I tmJ{({~~ALl,!>1mII Shoulu work.s 01 .In l:arry u govanment 
he:llth w'lrning".' .-\ piece heing uispluyeu at New 
York City·s New \luseum or Cunrempor.Jry Art 
L"UuId huve us<:d such a caveat. When Eclipse Ufl/rl1 
Eun/r by Kuuo ~[a.S<: was installeu last munth. the 
work's uus(\' reu ~olt.'ring .Jgenl cllnraineu zinc sui­
tide anu harium sulralc. Tht: chemil::lls causcu sc:. 
v.:rc respir.uorv ~lnu skin prohlems fllr some em· 
ployees. th.:y claim..-\ ,talf ml.:m<l aumilleu that 
··ing.:scilln 'If[h<: pigm.:nt will cau.'': illnes.s. anu [he 
inllaLuilln III the Just i, knllwnlll ~;IUS<.: lung irritu­
tilln'" .·\Ithllugh 111~ plI\vut.:r was r.:placcu 12 uavs 
laIL·r. tllrt.:c work.:rs rt.:'ignt.:J ;IllU a fllurth t.:l1tt:rt:u 
th.: hll'pilal fllr Irt.:;lll11I.:IH. • 
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New York 
Toxic Art at the New Museum of
 
Contemporar)' Art?
 
En vironmentallv-sensi ti ve balance. doin!! the he~1 vou can 
anists may be add~~sing toxic for an unisl \\~hll' s never sho\\,l­
mailer "dumped" inside muse. in this COUniry. Cenainlv nll one 
urns and ~ulleries a.~ well: New intended III clidanger anYOody... 
York's New Museum of Con­

temporary An ran into difficulty
 
late last spring owin~ to hazard­

ou~ pigment used in a work by
 
anist Kazuo Katase. The red
 
pigment u~ed in Katase' sEclipu
 
ofthe Earth contained such tox­

ic substances as zinc sulfide.
 
barium sulfate. and hansa red.
 
Michael McCann. chemist and
 
executive director of the center
 
for Safety in Am. has stated that
 
zinc sulfide is a respiratory irri­

tant that is poisonou~ when in­

gested in large quantites. and
 
hansa red. in large quantities.
 
can cause anemia in children.
 
Staff and installation crew. led
 
by manager in charge of safety
 
Pat Kirshner. have claimed that
 
museum director Marcia Tucker
 
installed the Katase piece know­

ing it posed pOtential health haz.
 
ards.
 
Althou!!h Tucker took some 
safety mea;ures-a special ven­
tilation system and a nearby sign 
warning about the hazards of 
pigment inhalation-some New 
Museum staff complained they 
suffered 'burning in the throat. 
nose. and chest. gastric distur­
bances. chronic congestion. 
headaches. and laryngitis. Di­
rector Marcia Tucker responded 
by saying. "It was a mailer oi 
KAZUO KATASE.INSTAUAllON VIEW. 
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live dIrector of Ccmcr tor Safery in lhc Arts 
NE\NYORK In Nc'" Yor>.. AI'hou~h 'he plgmen, had 
ban replaced by the lime McCann viSUed. 
he decided th31 the ruJ wasn"lhe problem.Clearing the Air 
"Red is very visible." he explains .. 'If th~ 
T
was enou~h In rhe Jlr 10 cause the reSpinilory 
he New Museum IS cleJ.ntn~ up as acl. problems people were reponing. il would 
\1ore spcciflc.. lly. It I~ clc:.IOJng up ILl\, have bttn all over 'he pi"",,'" 
"'ent~. Its dUCIS. ItS c:lI"peu. and any In the ba.semcn' oflices. which an: adi>­
other places where mold ml~h' lu"'. The cent (Q the ell\,' S Wiler tunnels.. McCann 
~oal: to cr~le a h~lthler en'-'Ironment. The d,sco..red the -real culpri,-mold. "If voo 
cost: 5100.000. ~el mOISlUre In and around c:lI"pets.. mold 
Fer several yean musc:urn staffer!. had !TOW!!." ht' explains. He recommended lhll 
complained of mySienous he.>Jth prol>- the offices be beller scaled 10 scpmue them 
from the source of the mOis-Nrc. 
The muscum s board ll2Teed. 
Wi,h half of • 5200.000' ~I 
the ... had recently received from 
the'Henrv UJce Foundauon. the\i 
hired Ci~\f1on Enmonmenw. ~ f firm Uul 5pc:clahz.es In cunng 
i "sick. buildlng~ ... to ,ive tbe mu­
seum a Ihorou~h goang over. 
Since the cleaning M!;an. 
"[here ha~ been ~ome Improve· 
menl" 1n 5(affer~' health pro£'­
lem~, KIrshner s.ays.. But a ceruln 
lens Ion rtmalnS aoout ho\o\ 
slowly Lhe .nuseum' s u~r man­
.¥emenl handled the problems. 
Tne pnont~. one employee ron­
lend~. na~ been" ~enln~ me sho ..... 50 
up and makln~ them ,0~eou3..·· 
MarclJ. Tucker. the mus.eum's 
dlrtetor. denies an~ muhandhn¥ 
ol'he heallh problems. The mu­
seum Inhenled its s~st.em.s when 
J( mo\eJ 1010 the buildang In 
198-1. ,ne ..pial"'. -'When we 
moved In. the tM.lIldlOr was 20m! 
th. Sun. f'he N... Mu..um diKDV• ....c:J that U liv•• in a '''lick building.... '0 be del'e1oped'" s~ u ... ·--Ai, 
the ;ur. hea[in~ _;u1d cooling sys· 
l~mlo---hc~che~ .md nauSoea (hal sudden I: terns were ~Olng 10 be complerely redone, 
dlsSlpaled when tht'y Jefl the: building. Las, As we reahz.ed we Wtf't uSln~ tempo1'1lry 
summer the' problems got w~. JU5lt as sy5l1C:ms, we were bc:gmnln! to check them 
EcI,p,. of rh. Sun. a sculplUre b,· Japanese OUl. 
mist Kazuo Ko:U"Ol,s('. w~ Installed at the As for Ihe 12-day delay in rq>W:ln~ the 
mUSeum. The piece' was covered with a red pl~menl. ,he says ... It ...", ~. ~. 
layer of fine ~d pigment thaI conLilined. comphc.aled. The aniS! had u.sed it in close 
;.Iceordrn~ to Pat Klrshne:r. lhe mu~um 's 10 a doun Installauons In Europe. and no 
opcrallom man:tger. se\leral dangerou!!I one had ever complained, 
components: bmum sulfaJ:c. which mUSl be: "'I Call" set' il as an 'us' and 'them" 
uisposed of at 10xIC recyclln~ cenlers: Cf lilluallon.·· TUCKer cortunues. "1 ICe it as a 
PlgrT1'ent Red # 3, which can cause anemia mu",um·wide problem lhat all o( u, are 
In childrtn; and llnC sulfide. which ~an try'"~ 10 sol ... ·- And the problenu wen: of 
cause re~plr.uory dlst.re:!l.s, a type. ,he adds. Ihal "In a million year> I 
Thro pl~me:", "was rruKin~ the }luards· never could ~ve ~lIcip.aled..'u1 an hls.tOl')' 
ro\"e'') run. '" Kirsh~r ~\"~. "Volunteers de~ree did nol prepare me .0< lilis. " 
~eft' ~ett1ng. sore throats ;nd ilchy eye'),'· One problem. saY' McCann. IS thai the 
Kirshner sugge:>ted replacmg I~ rrd plt­ concepuon of whal IS dangerou!r'-tn nuny 
menl wilh CrJyola powder paint. Alter 11 sec10n of lhe 3I1 world-is. clun~1ng: con­
1i.J\ ') of dlscusslon51 ..bout how the ~wttch sL1nlly. He mentions lead.. used in maJ.:in¥ 
w~uld affect 1he c:-.thellC:> of the ple~..~. her SI~I~ ~Iass, "Level~ thai Wert thou~ht 
::..u!?~esllon was Implemented. But aUC'r (ne a\ler,J~e 15 years ago can c~u~ hann'" ~ 
p'gm<nl w"," remo..d. the headaches and ~\I~. And. he adds. "More Ol11ISl~ 3rt: WQf­
nausea didn't '0 "way. n~d aboW dJSposal--abou' plx>tD¥l1lpllIC 
Kirshner e~lIed Michael McCann. elCCU- soluuom.,. solvcru~.·· He 1$ currently wril-
WniMt investigattng poten1iG1 n.attn ncrzorcb frotn the ....c:J pigmen1 .n Kozuo Kcrtose'l Edip.. 01 
ing ~uidcl,"es (or lh' dispo>;ll of 
,uch wasle~" 
Th~ New Mu)Cum is worir;ing 
un It':lo uwn }!ullk:lmc~m, newly 
c..ahilshcd SaICl)' Guidelines 
Cnmmmcc i::.. formulaling prucc­
durc~ fur handllO~ halo.lrOOU~ 
anworK.~. "No one h:.t~ dune 
,hi,'" ..ys K1I",hner. "1 called the 
Whillley. I called Ihe Smithsoni­
an.1 c.lled .lIlhe><: pl.ce>. There 
a~ no exhibllion ,uldchne~ in 
cOOlcmpor4f)' an muscum!!l, 
"The question i~. Ho\o\' are we 
~oins to dcal with other weird 
In ','" she: ..deb. "New an caus..:~ 
nl:\o\' proOlcm~," 
-Huhin Crmbulc>t 
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June 11, 1991 
TO: Marcia Tucker
 
-.:.E1;,I~~;,lI~ltzman:':~~l
 
r...:.......-.~ ~......
...~.~:x.;,; .. ~._~.;;;: ..::..:.:. 
FR: Staff Listed Below 
RE: Toxic pigment from the Katase piece 
We have just learned this morning in an indirect manner that
 
the toxic red pigment from the Katase piece is still in the
 
building. This toxic substance is being stored in the tool -­

storage room at the gallery level.
 
Neediess to say, we are extremely upset by this news, and
 
angry that the storage of the toxic substance has been kept
 
secret from the staff. We demand to know who made the
 
decision to keep the toxic substance in the building and why
 
the staff was not consulted on this issue.
 
Two staff members have resigned because of this situation
 
and the high levels of mold and bacteria. Furthermore, we
 
understand that Susan Stein is ill to the point of requiring
 
a stay in the hospital. All of this is outrageous and we
 
demand the immediate removal of the toxic substance,
 
followed by a complete and thorough cleaning of the air
 
- ducts, and shampooing of carpets on all levels of' the--­
Museum. 
We feel that as long as the toxic substance and the high
 
levels of mold and bacteria remain in the building our
 
health is at risk. We demand that the health and well-being
 
of the Museum staff become a priority in this Museum.
 
ff'~--
Ar'nt<'c f?'" Ed- 7D=t:! /!lcr~v ~~7 ~ ,~' 
;fitt Lc./ 
/-" /'" I 
:. ·".·1 ,... /. •_• -;..., / I .' J , ~ : ,i: " /'. '.~.~,c.-';' r.<t- ........ /~
 
----------------------------
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TO: All Staff U~~ 
From: PK/EH 
Re: Air Quality 
The report from Clayton Environmental suggests that people who 
think they have had reactions to the air quality in the Museum seek 
medical consultation. We have contacted Mt. Sinai Hospital's 
Environmental Medicine Occupational Health Clinic regarding our 
concerns. They are interested in collecting information and doing 
further research on indoor air quality. Their physicians will do 
a complete medical exam and bloodwork on anyone from the Museum. 
Please fill out the form at the bottom and put it in Pat's box if 
you are interested in participating. Mt. Sinai will then contact 
you to make an appointment. 
Dept heads--please be sure everyone in your department including 
part time, freelance, volunteers is informed of this opportunity. 
NAME, _ 
ADDRESS _ 
PHONE # _ 
Health insurance
87 
583 BrOadway 
New Yorl<.. NY 10012 
212·219·1222 
NOTICE UPON ENTERING THE BASEMENT LEVELS OF THE MUSEUM 
Date: September 2, 1992 
From: Pat Kirshner, Operations Manager 
Subject: HEALTH ALERT 
This health alert is being provided as a result of tests by Clayton Environmental Consultants, 
Inc. and a report issued by Mount Sinai Occupational Health Clinical Center. The New 
Museum of Contemporary Art retained Clayton Environmental Consultants to perform an 
indoor air quality evaluation and Mount Sinai Occupational Health Clinical Center to conduct 
an epidemiological survey of Museum occupants. 
Clayton Environmental's tests identified the presence of potentially allergenic molds 
(aspergillus, penicillium and cladosporium) and a toxic fungi (slachybolrys arra) in the sub­
basement storage areas and a sub-basement office of the Museum. (No toxic fungi was 
found on the Gallery level). On Clayton Environmental's recommendations, the Museum 
modified the air handling equipment to monitor and control humidity levels throughout the 
Museum to guard against recurrence of molds and fungi. The Museum hired abatement 
contractors to remove slachybolrys arra. This removal work was supervised by Clayton 
Environmental. Air quality tests indicate that slachybolrys arra has been successfully 
removed from the Museum's premises. Final test results confirming the removal wili arrive 
in mid-September. 
Mount Sinai's report included advice to The New Museum of potential health risks that may 
be associated with the presence of fungi/molds identified in the building. The Mt. Sinai 
report stated "that slachybolrys arra mold produces micotoxins, which are considered by 
experts as extremely toxic, even in very low doses. Slachybolrys arra can cause in animals 
and humans an endotoxicosis and very serious adverse local and systemic health effects. Of 
particular concern are effects on the respiratory organs, skin, white blood cell system and 
other body organs. Besides its direct toxic effects it seems to be a significant allergen and 
can also lead to a dysfunctioning of the immune system." Therefore, if you have an 
immunodeficiency disease, disorder of immune regulation, or allergic/hypersensitive disease 
including atopic conditions, these indoor air contaminants may pose health risks; you may 
want to contact your personal physician and show him/her the reports from Clayton 
Environmental Consultants, Inc. and Mount Sinai Occupational Clinical Center. 
If you or your physician have questions, please contact Pat Kirshner (212-219-1222) or Dr. 
Johanning at Mt. Sinai (212-241-9738). 
Appendix F: 
Chain of Command Memo 
of The New Museum 
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August 28, 1991 
TO: ALL STAFF 
FROM: EH 
RE: Chain of Command 
As discussed at today's staff meeting, there isa need to
 
clearly articulate the chain of command, so to speak, when
 
both the Director and Managing -Director are unavailable.
 
I am proposing that other Level 1 staff members be next in__ line­

as follows, as they, by definition of the levels, hold the highest
 
degree of responsibility and institutional overview:
 
When Director or Managing Director are unavailable (efforts 
should be made to consult with them by phone) -the following 
is the proposed chain of command: . 
Director of Finance and Administration 
Director of Development 
Senior Curator 
-This-order-_ has been followed unofficially in the past--r am 
suggesting now that it be formalized and clearly communicated to all. 
If you have another concrete suggestion, please let me know by
 
S~ptember 6. If not, this proposal will be adopted.
 
Thanks. 
Appendix G: 
Affirmative Action Policy 
of The New Museum 
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION POLICY 
Goals and Direction 
It is the goal of TNM to be an organization that actively 
recruits members from diverse communities and assumes a 
proactive approach toward achieving and maintaining racial 
and cultural equity. Further, it is the Museum's intention 
to shift the center of its norms and expectations behaviorally 
and programmatically to include a diverse racial and cultural 
base and tb reflect this shift through diversity in policies, 
program, staff, Board, and organizational values. Ultimately 
the Museum expects to be a fully and genuinely multicultural 
organization that is actively involved in working against 
racism. 
While these goals are being met, the Museum is committed 
to engaging in meaningful collaborations, such as guest 
curatorships, in order to redress lapses in current staffing 
and will give priority to making changes in upper management 
decision-making and program positions. 
Hiring Guidelines 
To fulfill these goals the following are guidelines to 
begin the process of affirmative action and to cu:~ina~e 
with the institution achieving racial and cultural equity. 
In order to ensure their effectiveness, pro9ress, and 
applicability, these guidelines will be reviewed on a 
yearly basis. 
It is the Museum's intention to keep all new job searches 
open until a qualified candidate of color can be found. This 
will be the Museum's policy until such time as the makeup 
of the staff has achieved a racial distribution within each 
job level of approximately 50:50. This proportion is meant 
as a guideline indicating the degree of distribution 
desired. It is not intended as a literal quota or ceiling. 
Search mechanisms will be improved (see following) to 
enhance the likelihood of attracting candidates of color. 
If not on a particular Hiring Team, Managing Director 
should be consulted to monitor search scopes. If a sear~h 
has exhausted all possibilities and no candidate of color 
has been found, Hiring Team should consider alternatives 
such as te~porary hires instead of permanent ones, if 
possible, in order to keep searches open longer; weigh the 
particular pros and cons of all alternatives with respect 
to the specific job search; and make recommendations to the 
staff for further discussion and direction. 
Appendix H: 
1992 Financial Information 
of the New Museum 
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THE NEW MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART 
BALANCE SHEET 
YEAR ENDED JUNE lO. 1991 (WITH COMPARATIVE TOTALS FOR '''a) 
93 
ASSETS 
Curr<n, assets 
Cash (including money 
market funds) 
Certificate of deposit 
Investments (Note 2) 
Grants receivable 
Note receivable· current portion 
Contributions receivable 
Accrued interest receivable 
Other receivables 
and prepaid expenses 
Interfund receivable (payable) 
Total curr<n[ aSle'S 
Othaasstts 
Account receivable (net of 
allowance for doubtful account 
of$[20,000) (Note 3) 
Long-term portion of 
note receivable 
Fixed assets (net of accumulated 
depreciation Of$I,327,082 in 
199[ and $[,'36,318 in '990) 
(Note 4) 
Total assell 
CURRENT 
UNRESTRICTED 
FUNDS 
62,9 
' 
9 
1,660 
11,5[2 
6,25° 
'5,702 
112,974 
(808,9 23) 
M7,906) 
120,5°0 
14,25° 
(4 6 3.[56) 
PLANT 
FUND 
2,873-874 
2,873-874 
ENDOWMENT 
FUNDS 
963,376 
808,9 23 
1,772,299 
.',772,299 
TOTAL 
'"1 
62,9 
' 
9 
9 63,376 
[,660 
11,5[2 
6.250 
'5,7°2 
112,974 
l,l74,393 
120,5°0 
t4,25° 
2,87). 874 
4,,83,01 7 
TOTAL 
'"0 
27 
' 
,3 67 
100,000 
1,248,28 5 
35,800 
5,45° 
12,5°0 
22,490 
172,44 2 
1,868,334 
24°,5°0 
20,3 '2 
2,998,°43 
5, 127, 18 9 
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES 
Cumn, liabili'i« 
Accounts payable and 
accrued expenses 
Accrued vacahons payable 
Deferred revenue 
77,101 
34.854 
9 , ,665 
77,101 
34,854 
91, 665 
'94,152 
31,449 
34 2,120 
Total cumnlliabiliti« 2°3,620 2°3,620 567,7 2[ 
Long-term liability ­
deferred revenue 
Total liabilities 
'4,25° 
2[7,87° 
4,25° 
217.870 
20,312 
588,°33 
Fund balances (deficit) 
(Exhibit A) (68[,026) 2,873-874 1,772,299 3,9 65,147 4,539. 156 
Toulliabilities 
and fund balances (4 63,[5 6) 2,87).874 1,772,299 4, 18 3,017 5, 127,18 9 
L ~ 
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STATEMENT OF SUPPORT. REVENUE. EXPENSES. CAPITAL ADDITIONS AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES 
YEAR ENDED JUNE JO. 1991 (WITH COMPARATIVE TOTALS FOR 1990) 
CURRENT CURRENT 
FUNDS FUNDS BUILDING ItLANT ENDOWMENT TOTAL TOTAL 
(UNRESTfUCTED) (RESTRICTED) FUND FUND FUNDS 
'"' '"0 
SUPPORT AND REVENUE 
Contributions 429.150 246 .461 675,611 1.032·754 
Donated services 80.321 80,321 172.3 ,8 
Government grants 92.806 217.600 3
' 
°,4 06 350 .157 
Sale of donated an 42.49° 42.490 117.065 
Admissions 65.°96 65.°96 68.715 
Memberships 85.220 85.220 103.836 
Publications and other sales 85>452 85>452 5
' 
.389 
Special events 
I~l O[lxpU1StS 0[$293.510 
in 199' and $4-25.°72 in 1990) 561 .807 561.807 462.067 
Investment income 9 2.912 92.9 12 13°·335 
Loss on sale of investments (49.915) (49.9
' 
5) (27)47°) 
Panels and lectures 8,678 
Traveling exhibition 27.5°0 27.5°0 25.000 
Other leven ue 29,97
' 
29,971 11,283 
TOlal suppon and r""'nUl 1.542.8,O 4 64.06, 2.006,87 
' 
2,5°6 .127 
EXPENSES 
Program expenses 
Exhibitions. conservations 
and library 854.585 4 22.559 169.15° 10446 .2 94 1.451,99° 
Education '72,838 23.000 6.924 202.762 195.804 
Accessions of art for collection 6.000 6,000 24·395 
Total program lxplnSls 1. 027.423 451,559 176 .074 1.65S,056 1.672,189 
SUPPORTING SERVICES 
Management and general 5°9·575 8.910 S18,485 ~97>287 
Fund raising and public affairs 4,4 2,559 5.780 448.339 47°.025 
Total supponing 
services txpenSts 952.'34 14.6 9° 966.824 9 67.312 
TotallxplnSls 1·979,557 45
' 
.559 19°.764 2,621.880 2.639.5°' 
Excess (deficiency) of support 
and revenue over expenses 
before capital additions 
(Exhibit c) (436,747) 12.5°2 (19°.764) (61 5.°°9) (133.374) 
Capital additwns 
Gifts and grants 41.000 4
' 
.
000 52.5°0 
Excess (deficiency) of support 
and revenue and capital 
additions over expenses (436 .747) 12·S02 ('9°.764) 4 
' 
,000 (574.°°9) (80.374) 
Othu changlS in fimd balances 
Acquisition of fixed assets (20,986) (3 
' 
.954) (13.655) 66,595 
Fund balances (deficit) . 
June 30,199° (223.293) 19-452 (13.65S) 2,998.°43 1.73
' 
.
299 4.S39.156 4,620,°3° 
~d balances (deficit) .
 
June 30. 1991 (681.026) 2,87].874 1,772,299 3.9 65. 147 4'539'~
 
REPORT FROM THE DIRECTOR OF FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION 
Fiscal Year 1991 ended with an operating deficit of $424,245. This was the result of nonrecurring program 
costs, reduced general program support, and lower membership income. The table below lists the operating 
results for the Museum over the last five years. 
Operations Support and Revenue over (under) Expense. 
FISCAL YEAR OPERATING 
ENDED JUNE 30 SURPLUS (DEFICIT) 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
$ 670488 
$ (19,266) 
$ 22.662 
$ 60,051 
$ (424.245) 
At the beginning of fiscal year 1992, the Museum received a capital improvement grant of $200,000 from 
the Henry Luce Foundation to make capital improvements, to computerize Museum-wide, and to acquire a 
computerized fund accounting system and donor management system. Computerization will greatly 
improve the Museum's operations. financial management and reporting. 
In accordance with the Board ofTrustees' resolution, Board designated endowment funds were 
used to eliminate the operating deficit In the current funds. The New Museum was the fortunate 
beneficiary of the estate of Blanche Risa Sussman, and will receive approximately $1,000,000 in securities 
and real estate during fiscal year 1992. Upon receipt of the legacy, proceeds will be used to replenish funds 
borrowed from the endowment. Lastly. the Museum has outstanding pledge commitments of $321.500, 
which upon receipt will further increase the Museum's endowment fund. 
AMY CHEN 
Direaor ofFinance and Administration 
L 
Vita 
Brian Hannon was born in Tallahassee, Florida in 1959, 
and graduated from Florida state University in 1982 with his 
bachelor's degree in both English and psychology. He 
received his Master's degree in creative Writing from the 
University of Southern Mississippi in 1987. Mr. Hannon held 
the position of Administrative Coordinator at the 
Contemporary Arts Center in New Orleans from 1985 until 
1990. He currently resides in New York City where he is the 
Executive Director of the Center for Book Arts. 
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